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Executive Summary 
 
Background and Key Recommendations 

The Diane Wade House, funded by a grant from the MacArthur Foundation’s Safety and 
Justice Challenge, opened in 2018 as an Afrocentric transitional housing program for justice-
involved adult women in Multnomah County, Oregon. The goal of the Diane Wade House is to 
provide gender-responsive, trauma-informed services and support that are also specific to and 
sustaining of African American and Black culture in an effort to reduce the number of women 
who identify as African American or Black in the criminal justice system in Multnomah County, 
reduce recidivism rates, and offer a jail sanction alternative for these women. Since it opened, the 
Diane Wade House has experienced several challenges. This evaluation was commissioned in an 
effort to better understand the root causes of those challenges and to provide input for a pathway 
forward.  

Key recommendations of this report revolve around the need for a reckoning around the 
deep scars of racism that are woven through the fabric of Multnomah County. These wounds 
have led to a climate of fear and mistrust that pervades every aspect of life, but that is especially 
foregrounded in the lives of those involved in the criminal justice system – both those who work 
for law enforcement and those whose lives are directly impacted by the system. Fear and mistrust 
have, in turn, led to intractable challenges around communication and collaboration, which have 
rendered the daily work of this program virtually impossible and totally unproductive. In 
addition, the tokenization of Black people, especially but not limited to those in positions of 
authority and leadership both at DCJ and within other offices in Multnomah County, have led to 
a lack of trust of and respect for any attempts at collaboration around or co-creation of solutions. 
While the formation of the Community Advisory Board is widely hailed as a monumental and 
long overdue success, there is widespread doubt that it will be empowered to take any 
meaningful action and concern that it will be another superficial attempt to placate repeated calls 
to dismantle structural racism. While other specific, actionable recommendations are provided 
later in the report, it is the overall finding of this evaluation that if Multnomah County leaders 
and policymakers, as well as senior leaders within DCJ, do not begin this racial reckoning 
immediately and in profoundly real and deeply uncomfortable ways, the Diane Wade House will 
not be successful, its lofty goals will not be reached, and Black women involved in the justice 
system will once again be left to fen for themselves amidst structures and systems that are set up 
for them to fail.  
 
Purpose 

During a three-day planning session in September 2019, committee members and 
stakeholders representing the Diane Wade House, Department of Community Justice 
management and staff, Multnomah County, the National Center for Victims of Crime, the 
African American, recovery, and criminal justice-involved community living in and around 
Multnomah County, and others expressed their desire to answer the following evaluation 
questions:  

1. How have individual residents of the Diane Wade House experienced success during and 
after their participation in the program? 

2. Does trust exist at every level associated with the Diane Wade House, both internally 
and externally? 
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3. Is communication effective among all stakeholders, both internally and externally?  
Does collaboration exist? 

4. Is there shared decision-making and power among stakeholders? 
5. Do staff and leadership (House, Department of Community Justice, Bridges to Change, 

parole and probation officers, others) have appropriate skills and knowledge in order to 
effectively serve the residents? 

6. Is there fidelity to the original intent of the Diane Wade House? 
7. Is there stable and adequate funding to achieve the mission of the Diane Wade House? 

 
In 2020, programmatic shifts necessitated a re-visioning of the Diane Wade House and its 
associated evaluation plan. In retooling the evaluation plan in response to the re-visioning 
process and also the global COVID-19 pandemic, which required that I conduct a short-term 
evaluation virtually, I endeavored to honor the work of the 2019 evaluation committee and to 
balance that commitment with a goal of engaging in reflection and forward thinking in order to 
lay a solid foundation for the Diane Wade House revisioning process. It is in this context that I 
planned and carried out the evaluation of the Diane Wade House, in consultation with the 
evaluation committee. 
 
Methodology 

Participatory evaluation is an approach to program evaluation based on the core tenets of 
participatory action research, which is research that engages stakeholders closest to a particular 
issue, concern, or problem to better understand that issue, carry out research around that issue, 
and then communicate findings and make recommendations for change.  In participatory action 
research, the voices and experiences of those typically pushed to the margins of society and often 
not included in research processes (except as “subjects”), are co-researchers, necessary for an 
authentic knowledge creation process to occur. 

From August to October 2020, 42 semi-structured interviews were conducted using the 
interview protocol found in Appendix A of this report. Sarah Mullen (Multnomah County) 
facilitated connections with those who had been identified by the group. As a part of the 
interview process, each interviewee was asked to provide other names of people who should be 
interviewed as a part of this evaluation process. The intent was to guarantee wider inclusion of 
community member and stakeholder experiences and perspectives than if one person were to 
provide a list of all persons to be interviewed. In addition to these more structured interviews, 
two “testimonials” were provided by women who were former residents of the Diane Wade 
House. After interviews were conducted, follow up conversations were conducted by email, 
phone, and video conferencing if clarification was needed. The data was then analyzed by 
repeatedly listening to the recorded interviews in order to center the words, experiences, and 
humanity of those who offered their time and expertise. Upon completion of the analysis, this 
report was drafted. 
 
Findings  

People who were interviewed identified several existing strengths and assets of the Diane 
Wade House. The majority of interviewees identified the recently formed CAB as a significant 
asset. The CAB includes several long-time members of the Multnomah County nonprofit 
community as well as the African American community. They hold great historical memory and 
have unique perspectives, experiences, and sets of expertise that can be a valuable resource for 
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all stakeholders. CAB members have expressed their eagerness to support staff, management, 
and residents of the House, including but not limited to skill development. 
 Many challenges were identified by interviewees. Every person interviewed agreed that 
the dormitory style, size, and physical location of the House are not trauma-informed and work 
against possibilities for success. In addition, there are no shared understandings or definitions of 
framing concepts like “Afrocentric,” “culturally-specific,” and “shared power.” There is 
significant lack of transparent and consistent communication across the board, both internally at 
DCJ and Bridges to Change and externally among stakeholders. Complicating all of this is a 
finding that the historical context of Multnomah County and the treatment of African American 
people here is still playing out. Ultimately, many feel that this context has meant that optics and 
politics have been more important to policy makers and leaders than the success of residents and 
the House. 
 In addition, another concern is that relationships between House staff and managers and 
parole and probation officers and managers are not, in general, collaborative or productive, 
although there are select individual exceptions. Trust has been broken by miscommunication, 
lack of communication, power dynamics not questioned or made explicit, assumptions around 
each other’s intentions, and a lack of clarity around roles and responsibilities. 
 Finally, a group of findings suggest that, while the peer model has been and continues to 
be useful in providing role models for residents, it can sometimes come in the way of the success 
of individual residents. In addition, all interviewees agreed that House staff do not have the 
necessary training to appropriately support residents who have mental health symptoms, which 
has led to a reduction of referrals of women who display mental health symptoms, thereby 
reducing the House census and negatively affecting how House success is measured and 
reported. 
 
Recommendations 
 Actionable recommendations include a need for stakeholders to define the mission, 
vision, and scope of the Diane Wade House and its programming. Framing terms including 
“Afrocentric” and “culturally-specific” should be collaboratively defined and then shared widely 
and with opportunity for feedback. The report includes a recommendation, based in perspectives 
shared by interviewees, to learn from past mistakes and to not rush decision making. All 
interviewees agreed that the physical location of the Diane Wade House must be changed, 
including a need to “right size” the facility and to not reproduce institutional structures. Related 
to the reduction in capacity is the need for collaboration around an official needs assessment as 
well as a need to create a set of criteria, based on desirable outcomes identified by a 
representative body, that will clarify who should reside at the facility. Related to the 
recommendation to better understand and agree on who would most benefit from the House is a 
need to provide significant and ongoing mental health training to staff, or to hire a clinician to 
support residents who display mental health symptoms that are beyond the ability of staff to 
address. Stakeholders may need to consider a revision of the peer model. 
 This report recommends that all stakeholders engage in intentional, consistent, trauma-
informed sharing of power and collaboration. Stakeholders should define what shared power 
looks like at every level and within every stakeholder organization and create accountability 
structures and processes that regularly assess success in working toward and enacting shared 
power. In addition, parole and probation officers and managers should engage in facilitated 
dialogues with House staff and management to repair relationships and trust that have been 
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broken. These must occur if DCJ plans to move forward with the same staff in place with the 
same responsibilities. In addition to facilitated dialogues to work toward healing and greater 
understanding, roles and responsibilities of parole and probation officers and House staff and 
management should be clarified and delineated.  
 In addition to facilitated dialogues specifically between House staff and parole and 
probation officers, all stakeholders should engage in facilitated dialogues that explicitly address 
issues of structural racism and the history of racism in Multnomah County, including how 
structural racism plays out in County work. Leaders should be open to considering how people 
who identify as African American and Black have been tokenized or how optics and politics may 
have been considered before or ahead of realizing the vision and mission of the Diane Wade 
House. 
 Finally, appropriate stakeholders, perhaps led by members of the CAB, should create a 5-
year plan that includes a theory of change and/or logic model and an ongoing evaluation process 
that is connected to that theory of change or logic model and which reconsiders what individual 
and program-level outcomes are important and meaningful for all stakeholders. The evaluation 
should have an equity focus and should center the lives and voices of those directly impacted by 
the program. A collaborative group needs to clarify indicators of “success” (outcomes) for 
individuals and the House in order to monitor and evaluate the program. Because infrastructure 
required to provide quality support for residents is lacking, consider not referring or accepting 
any more potential residents until these recommendations are addressed.   
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What is Participatory Evaluation? 
 

Participatory evaluation is an approach to program evaluation based on the core tenets of 
participatory action research, which is research that engages stakeholders closest to a particular 
issue, concern, or problem to better understand that issue, carry out research around that issue, 
and then communicate findings and make recommendations for change.  In participatory action 
research, the voices and experiences of those typically pushed to the margins of society and often 
not included in research processes (except as “subjects”), are co-researchers, necessary for an 
authentic knowledge creation process to occur. 

In typical approaches to evaluation, an outside researcher comes into a community and 
does research ‘on’ that community.  They might examine various statistical indicators of change 
or program or individual success; they might interview various stakeholders; or they might hold 
focus groups with a rigid set of questions.  In participatory evaluation, a group of stakeholders 
closest to the issue at hand (in this case, the Diane Wade House), create a research collective, 
which then works together over a period of time to:  
 

1. Articulate what they value or their theory of change; 
2. Create core evaluation questions based on their values or their theory of change; 
3. Decide upon appropriate data collection and analysis methods;  
4. Carry out data collection and analysis; 
5. Communicate findings and make recommendations to appropriate persons or groups. 

 
Participatory evaluation, like participatory action research, puts those most 

knowledgeable about an issue – or here, about the Diane Wade House – at the center of the entire 
evaluation process.  Diane Wade clients get an opportunity to be a valued and valuable part of 
the process, as do house staff, program staff, community members, and even members of the 
leadership team.  We all work together, as co-researchers, equal members of an evaluation team, 
to better understand how the Diane Wade House is serving its clients, what is going well, and 
what can be improved.  While Dr. Call-Cummings, who is not a member of this community, will 
be part of the research collective, she will act as a facilitator of the process, not as someone 
coming in to evaluate the relative success of the program.  She will help in whatever ways are 
deemed useful and appropriate by the rest of the evaluation team. 
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History of the Evaluation 
 

During a three-day planning session in September 2019, committee members and 
stakeholders representing the Diane Wade House, Department of Community Justice 
management and staff, Multnomah County, the National Center for Victims of Crime, the 
African American, recovery, and criminal justice-involved community living in and around 
Multnomah County, and others expressed their desire to answer the following evaluation 
questions:  

1. How have individual residents of the Diane Wade House experienced success during and 
after their participation in the program? 

2. Does trust exist at every level associated with the Diane Wade House, both internally 
and externally? 

3. Is communication effective among all stakeholders, both internally and externally?  
Does collaboration exist? 

4. Is there shared decision-making and power among stakeholders? 
5. Do staff and leadership (House, Department of Community Justice, Bridges to Change, 

parole and probation officers, others) have appropriate skills and knowledge in order to 
effectively serve the residents? 

6. Is there fidelity to the original intent of the Diane Wade House? 
7. Is there stable and adequate funding to achieve the mission of the Diane Wade House? 

 
These questions were based on the committee members’ expressed shared desire for the Diane 
Wade House and associated programs to achieve positive outcomes at four levels:  

1. Individual residents of the Diane Wade House and their families;  
2. Staff and leadership of the Diane Wade House and associated offices and organizations;  
3. Interested and affected communities in the greater Multnomah County area; and  
4. Policies and systems associated with the goals of the Diane Wade House. 

 
Since September 2019, programmatic shifts have necessitated a re-visioning of the Diane 

Wade House and its associated evaluation plan. In retooling the evaluation plan in response to 
the re-visioning process and also the global COVID-19 pandemic, which required that I conduct 
a short-term evaluation virtually, I endeavored to honor the work of the 2019 evaluation 
committee and to balance that commitment with a goal of engaging in reflection and forward 
thinking in order to lay a solid foundation for the Diane Wade House revisioning process. It is in 
this context that I planned and carried out the evaluation of the Diane Wade House, in 
consultation with the evaluation committee. 
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Methodology 
 

From August to October 2020, I conducted semi-structured interviews using the 
interview protocol found in Appendix A of this report. Before starting the interviews, I sent a 
draft interview protocol to the original evaluation committee that had gathered in September 
2019 for review and feedback. At the same time, I requested that the group provide suggestions 
for people to interview. After feedback was collected and necessary changes were made, Sarah 
Mullen (Multnomah County) facilitated connections with those who had been identified by the 
group. As a part of the interview process, I asked each interviewee to provide me with other 
names of people I should interview as a part of this evaluation process. The intent was to 
guarantee wider inclusion of community member and stakeholder experiences and perspectives 
than if one person were to provide a list of all persons to be interviewed. After interviews were 
conducted, I followed up by email, phone, and video conferencing if clarification was needed. 

In September 2020, I began to compile all the data collected and repeatedly listened to 
the recorded interviews to familiarize myself with the data. I chose to do this listening instead of 
transcribing the words of the speakers because I wanted to center the words, experiences, and 
humanity of those who offered their time and expertise, rather than to dehumanize them by 
parsing up their words through coding or another analytic method. I conducted holistic, open 
coding as I listened to the recordings. Open coding means that I used the words and ideas of the 
participants themselves to arrange, categorize, and organize the data rather than laying outside 
theories or perspectives onto the data. This would maintain the intent of a participatory approach 
– to position those closest to the Diane Wade House as experts. This open, thematic approach 
was iterative and lasted through October 2020.  

As a culturally responsive evaluation, analysis was informed by critical race theory 
(CRT), which is a theoretical framework developed in the field of legal studies and taken up in 
the social sciences to examine society and culture as they relate to structures and systems of race 
and power. CRT argues that racism is engrained in the fabric of American society and it 
maintains that white supremacy is upheld and reproduced through U.S. legal, educational, and 
social processes and systems. According to this theoretical framework, in order to move toward 
racial emancipation, society must transform the processes and systems that sustain a white 
supremacist order. CRT is the basis of recent developments related to unconscious or implicit 
bias in interpersonal relationships and, more acutely, in legal systems and structures, including 
the criminal justice system. CRT centers the narratives and lived experiences of those who have 
historically been marginalized, harmed, and exploited by the U.S. legal system and associated 
social structures. Therefore, in order to take this framework up through this analysis, I centered 
the analysis first on the testimonies of those who have been residents, staff, and management of 
the Diane Wade House (insiders). Second, I analyzed the narratives of those whose professional 
and personal circumstances position them outside of the Diane Wade House (outsiders). Finally, 
I analyzed the ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ narratives in relation to each other to better understand 
how structures, policies, practices, and norms are differentially experienced. This led to findings 
and recommendations on steps that can be taken to question current structures, policies, and 
practices, and imagine new ones built on the knowledge shared and produced through the 
narratives gathered for this evaluation.  

Upon completing the analysis, I drafted this report. This report has been submitted to the 
original evaluation committee members (who are still in the positions they were in when the 
evaluation committee was formed) as well as those who were interviewed. Each person has had 
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an opportunity to review the contents of the report and provide written or oral feedback. If a 
person has offered feedback that asks for or suggests a change, I have made those suggested 
changes. If conflicting suggestions were provided, I have included both perspectives, usually 
together within the report (e.g. on one hand…on the other hand…). Originally, we had planned 
that once all feedback was incorporated into the report, I would hold a virtual focus group with 
the original members of the evaluation committee to review the report and offer an opportunity 
for additional feedback and debriefing. Instead, I chose to hold three separate groups to facilitate 
open, honest dialogue, which would yield more useful feedback. After these focus groups, I 
incorporated other changes as deemed necessary into the report. I then submitted the final report 
to Sarah Mullen and Abbey Stamp, who represent Multnomah County’s Local Public Safety 
Coordinating Council and who will distribute as appropriate. 
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Participants 
 

 Forty-two interviews were conducted for this evaluation. In addition to interviews that 
followed the interview protocol included as Appendix A, I contacted two former residents of the 
Diane Wade House and they were asked to offer their perspectives and experiences in the form 
of “testimonials.” This was done intentionally so that these people were not re-traumatized by 
strict interview questions, which may have pried into areas and histories that were uncomfortable 
or traumatizing for these women. Rather, a testimonial process put these women into positions of 
power to offer what they wanted to share and nothing more.  

In Table 1, below, broad, organizational identifiers detail who was interviewed. Because I 
agreed not to release names and to maintain participants’ anonymity and confidentiality in order 
to garner honest and authentic responses, I will not share identifiers beyond what is listed below.  
 

Organization Represented Number of Interviews 
Department of Community 
Justice (Senior leadership, 
POs, managers) 

14 

Diane Wade House 
(management, staff, 
residents) 

9 

Bridges to Change 2 
Multnomah County (other 
than DCJ) 

8 

Community Advisory Board 4 
Other (other nonprofit, 
external partners, community 
members, etc.) 

5 

Table 1: Interview Participants 
 
I provide Table 1 to show whose voices and experiences are represented in the findings.  
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Testimonial of Agita Johnson, Former Diane Wade House Resident 
 

My name is Agita Johnson. I was at the Diane Wade House from November 2019 to 
February 2020. I’m born and raised in Portland, Oregon. I’m 38. Pregnant. This is my fourth 
baby. My other kids are older and out. I have an eight-year-old and I’m still involved in her life.  

I was on parole since I was 18. I got on probation as adult. I went to prison in 2003 for 
my first time. When I turned 21 I went to prison the next day. I’ve been to prison three times. I 
was on probation Columbia County, Washington County, paroled in Multnomah County and 
probation in Multnomah County. I kept praying, “Lord, please put me around people like me.” I 
had this warrant out for me. All I wanted to do was get off my auntie’s couch. All I wanted to do 
was be around people like me. That’s not a color thing. I’m saying people who are trying to do 
right. People who know the Lord. People in recovery. People who are striving for greatness. We 
can relate to each other. Those are the people I wanted to be around. But I had this fear. And so, 
then I just stopped and I was like, “Okay, I can't let that fear conquer me because then I’m gonna 
be sitting right here and those doors that the Lord wants to open for me, he's not going to be able 
to be open because I have that fear.” And so, I just called Rochelle and I was like, “Look, I’m 
clean. I want to turn myself in. I want to get this warrant off my head because I just want to do 
better.” [Rochelle] was like, “You got to get a way to turn yourself in.” I didn’t even have any 
bus fare. I couldn’t find a way to turn on my cell phone - nothing. I was going to walk down to 
[the court] if I didn’t have a way but I ended up calling a friend and he came and got me and he 
dropped me off at the Justice Center and I checked myself in. Rochelle came and got me and she 
dropped me off at the Diane Wade House. I had been dropped off at the Diane Wade House 
earlier, I think that year like February and I left in a couple days because I wasn’t ready. This 
time I was ready and I stayed. I could have been there longer, but God had other plans for me.  

So, when I stopped running and I started accepting accountability for my actions and just 
learning how to accept help without caring what other people thought. I had a goal. And then it 
was to, you know, do what I needed to do to start living a life that I know I’m worthy of living. 
They say if you change your thoughts, you can change your life. And that’s real, it starts with 
realizing that you’re done, and you’re sick of the life that you used to live. I’ve been searching 
and seeking and trying to figure out how to break the cycle, that pattern, that lifestyle. Through 
the grace of God. He showed me a way. And today, I just live my life. I’m happy. I know that 
when you make mistakes, that’s not it. You know, a mistake is past tense, and you don’t have to 
repeat those same mistakes. If you just take a look at your life, accept accountability, and work 
on doing better than what you were doing yesterday. And you have to change your environment. 
Sometimes it’s sad. It’s not easy to let go of what you’re used to, but you can’t say you’re tired. 
If you don’t want to let go of what you’re used to. What you’re used to, if it’s not bringing you 
any peace and joy and love, you gotta let it go. God has doors that no man can shut.  

In the morning when you get up and they ask us about what our goals are for today, or for 
the week, stuff like that was just really helpful. Sometimes you’d be like, “Man, I don’t want to 
get up early in the morning,” but it just teaches you how to get up in the morning and get your 
life on the road. So, I really appreciate those groups. I really appreciate their support and their 
help. And also, it’s like, you can’t just go to a place and expect for people to hold your hand 
through everything because I don’t get my hand held through nothing in life and I'm okay with 
that. I’ve got to find my own way, but I have counselors that will help me. You’re not gonna go 
hungry. They’re there to help you, they do take you grocery shopping, but they help you. You 
can ask them to look up something for you. They look it up for you.  
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When I got into the [Diane Wade House] and I was able to get a refrigerator. You go 
grocery shopping for yourself. I was able to cook for myself. I can cook! That really helped my 
self-esteem. It got me family-ready. It just gave me confidence – I can cook! People like what I 
cook! My kids are going to love what I cook! And you learn coping skills, you learn how to deal 
with situations in a productive way instead of going back to the streets. They don’t care about 
you. The streets are always gonna be there. You see the same people. Some young, some old. 
This life is better. You gotta want it, though. I don’t want to do anything else. The street is not 
important. You just keep your eyes on the prize, you surround yourself with people who are 
doing what’s right then you’re gonna follow that bandwagon. You’re just going to blend in. 
That’s something good.  

But you have to be willing, you have to be willing to cook, you can’t depend on anybody, 
otherwise you’re just going to be sitting there in that Bridges to Change place, waiting and 
waiting and waiting and waiting while you’re there. Okay. Some people need the time to sit 
down and get their mind together. Your transition is to try to learn how to be a woman, try to 
learn how to be a person, a mother, a friend, whatever it is that you need to learn how to be. But 
it’s not for everybody. You can’t sit and complain. What I learned there is that if you want it, you 
have to get up on your own two feet and walk through that door yourself. 

So, that’s what it was for me. I learned to be truthful and honest and I don’t have to lie to 
get what I want. I don’t have to manipulate to get what I want. I don’t have to sit down and I 
don’t have to pout about it. Just because one person tells me no doesn’t mean the next person 
isn’t going to tell me yes. That right there feels so great. I do belong. You know? I do belong in 
this society. I can function as a productive woman in society. My past does not determine my 
future.  

Then I got role models before me. It does make a difference when you see your own race 
doing things when you’ve been told that this is where you come from and this is what it is, it 
does make a difference. It makes a difference when you see people that have been through what 
you’ve been through. Doing the same thing. Doing better. Showing you that this could happen. 
This can be you. And there’s no time limit on success. Everybody has their own success.  

From the time I made that decision to turn my life around, to be accountable for me, to do 
what’s right, my life has been coming together. I have everything right now. Everything that I 
thought I was hustling for in the street or manipulating for in the street. Look at all those years it 
took from me. I’ve gotten it back and then some. I get to live today. It was because of those 
women that I saw there that helped put that in me. And that’s why I do love that program. They 
give you chances. They don’t have to worry about you. They trust you. They trust your word. 
They trust your character. That is an amazing feeling. That means you’re doing something good, 
that means you’re doing something good. I was really grateful for that experience. 

I’m really grateful for Rochelle Reed for not giving up on me. She would hold me 
accountable when I would be wrong. She always gave me a chance to, you know, to show her 
different. And I’m grateful for Bridges to Change. Because they gave me a place to stay, when I 
needed it, and the support there and all the women staff there. It was more like a family there 
than a program, you know? So, I was able to transition from there to the Blackburn Center. And I 
graduated intense outpatient treatment. And they were very proud of me and I’ve never had 
people like that just so proud of me, you know, happy and believing in me. I’m in my own place 
now. I have a full-time job and good coworkers, a good boss. So, that’s where I’m at today. I’m 
grateful for all the people that the Lord has put in my path, you know, starting from Rochelle 
Reed. 
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I was addicted to clothes. I was going into the stores and stealing that stuff. I don’t have 
to do that today. Haha. I don’t have to do that today! Today I got my own place and I have so 
much more than I ever thought I could have from hustling in the streets. I worked for that. I got 
my job, my paycheck. Oh, and I’ve got my license. I got my driver’s license. I’ve got full 
coverage insurance. And if it wasn’t for houses like that, if it wasn’t for God putting me in places 
like that…My life, it’s changed. I’m grateful for the staff there. I’m grateful for the girls that I 
met there. And they’re like a family there. They do the job, they keep the boundaries. But they 
love you there. And I think that there should be more houses like that. They really help a lot. I’m 
grateful. I’m grateful. 

So, I’ve been clean and sober for a year now, yes, thank God, I couldn’t do without him. I 
was going to do a custody thing with my daughter and by the grace of God, I’m still involved in 
her life. So, you know, straightened up my life and got my life back. And I’m grateful for that. 
She’s 8, she’s happy that she’s about to have a new sister. She’s in a process of being adopted, 
but she gets to keep her last name. Actually, her adoptive mom, she let me come out there and be 
mother earlier this week. She was originally with my sister. They ended up moving her from my 
sister and placing her with this white family. Which I didn't know what to expect, right? It 
doesn’t matter because what the color of our skin is. God created us all, and they love me and I 
love them. They accept me as a part of the family and I’m grateful. They accept my new baby. 
I’m grateful because if it wasn’t for certain situations in my past, and if it wasn’t for my 
daughter, you know, God, putting my daughter and my life, then I wouldn’t be able to have this 
extended family that I have now. I’m grateful to be a part of. And they’re grateful to be a part of 
me. With that said, though I straightened up my life. I get to be in my daughter’s life today. I get 
to watch her grow up, you know, I get to be mom. I get to be, you know, friend. I have extra 
family members that support me. I didn’t used to get that.  
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Testimonial of Quay Matthews, Former Diane Wade House Resident 
 

I was born in New York City, New York in 1967 and I had two siblings and mother and 
father. I was there for 13 years before we came to Oregon. I started smoking marijuana in eighth 
grade. I started drinking in the ninth grade. I had my first introduction to cocaine when I was 18. 
My cousin is the one that did it. I’m inhaling, I’m being greedy and I’m inhaling, not realizing 
I’m putting myself in danger. I almost overdosed. I laid out in front of a fan. I could hear 
everybody talking, they were telling me to get up and I couldn’t even tell them, “I can’t.” That 
was my first experience with drugs. Let me back up a little bit.  

My first drink was at six years old. My father was an addict. He would drink at the 
football games. He had this silver cup. At the football game I would sneak over and sip and then 
after he gave me a cup and was like, “Here, you sneak it so here. Take it.” I got drunk! My mom 
was so angry with him! She put me in the tub. I don’t know what it was about that warm water. I 
brought up everything. 

My mom was an enabler. My dad was a functioning addict. That’s where I learned 
physical abuse. That’s why I learned anger. That’s why I learned verbal abuse. That’s where I 
learned not how to trust. That’s where I learned a lot of fear. 

I lost my sister when I was 10. She was murdered in New York and thrown into the East 
River. My brother died in 2008. I was in my addiction. Let me back up a little bit. So, coming 
from New York to Oregon was a culture shock for me. So now, I’m here. I want to be a part of 
[everything]. So, I start acting like other people, forgetting all about who I was. People pleasing. 
Trying to fit in. Not sure of what was going on. Very afraid of the unknown. My dad was very 
abusive to my mom. I saw a lot. And I became abusive. So, adding the drugs to me being abusive 
turned me into a monster. I can remember when my sister passed away we went to the airport to 
pick her up and she never got off the plane. So, then my mom, she believed in God and then she 
was angry at God. And that went on for a while. 

My dad came to Oregon first. Now mind you, I’m a little girl. So, I’ve been told that my 
dad’s job transferred him. But a couple years ago I found out my dad molested my sister. Which 
is not his biological daughter. So, for all these years. And then I got angry because he passed 
away – now I can’t ask him questions. 

I never wanted to be an addict. I wanted to be a model. My mom had me in all these 
fashion clothes, I modeled for a country club. Then I modeled for one of the design schools 
where they made the design clothes. Wonderful stuff, right? Then that wasn’t good enough. I 
needed some security. I began to deal with gang members. So, my first daughter’s dad is a 
Blood. He was cheating on me. So, for me, I went to the Crips and had a baby. I love my 
children. Five have four different fathers – they’re all gang members. And what I found in the 
gang was I found a lot of security. They showed me no fear. So, I knew I was going to be well 
protected. Because my mom was paying attention just to my dad. And I didn’t know it was 
neglect til I got older. I was a daddy’s girl. I was a daddy’s girl. I really, really was. When I was 
16, he punched me in my eye. Because he came home drunk and I asked him to help me with a 
math problem. And I got hit in the eye. So, I had to go to school the next day. I told the teachers 
that I ran into the door. I was 10. I started selling weed in eighth grade. And the reason I got 
busted was because this kid wanted me to give him a deal, like 2-for-1, and I wouldn’t, and you 
know, he went and told on me! Oh yeah, when I got home I got my behind whooped. And now I 
have to have school court with my parents there.  
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I would sing. I was acting. I was in plays, all that stuff. My mom started putting me in 
dance schools at three. So, my start was good. But as the years went, there was a change, and I 
wasn’t aware of it. That things were getting worse, til I got older. So, you know, came here, they 
tried to kill my dad, my nephews, ran him out of New York. They were going to kill him. If you 
knew that, why would you send me to him?? What made you send me to him? Why would you 
do that? I never got the answer. 

It’s by the grace of God that I’m alive today. Period. In high school, then the gang 
members, then I had kids. Well, one thing’s for certain. Every time I got pregnant, I couldn’t use 
drugs. My kids were never drug-affected but as soon as they came home, that was a wrap and I 
would start up with the weed, and then the alcohol, and then the crack. I drank so much alcohol I 
got pancreatitis. I’ve had pancreatitis for 20 plus years. 

So, just imagine living life. There’s confusion. There’s abuse. There’s drugs. And when I 
say abuse – physical, mental, emotional – that’s a lot. It’s a lot for one person, you know? My 
mom had sent me to California to try to get clean with my kids. I’ve been to almost every 
treatment center in Portland. But it was something about the Diane Wade House, I’m a tell you 
what it was. It was a program called woman’s first. It’s a culturally specific empowerment 
program for women. Now I’ve gone through all these treatments. The fourth month and I’m out, 
I’m back on the streets using. Back in jail. Can’t wait to go get out and go to the next one. Doing 
this hustle. Sleeping with men. Doing things that I saw people do that I said I would never stoop 
that low to get anything. I absolutely did. So, to justify my behavior of using I would go get men 
that were selling the drugs so that my kids will be taken care of. This is a justification. Is it 
wrong?  Absolutely. I’m justifying – I’m okay, my kids never wanted for nothing. So, I don’t 
want to hear nothing. I would give them money and send them on their way.  

I don’t ever want to feel that way again. I was disrespectful to my mom. Because she 
came to my house, pulling everybody that was selling drugs out of my house. And I called her a 
bad name because I was getting loaded! Now you’re interrupting my session. Really? I would 
give anything in this world to hold my mom one more time. And to ask for forgiveness and be 
able to see her face because when she passed away I was loaded. And it took me 15 years. It took 
me 15 years to get one day. I just started grieving my mom. I just started forgiving her for 
leaving because what I had to realize was that it wasn’t her fault. So, I was like, “Why would you 
leave me? Now who’s gonna watch my kids when I go get loaded? Who’s gonna watch my kids 
when I wanna go have fun? To sleep with this man. To get money for the kids. Who’s gonna 
watch them?” Now I’m panicking. The struggle is real. 

That’s dysfunction. My oldest daughter had to raise her sister and brother. So, a lot of her 
teenage years were messed up. My younger ones were suffering because of the choices that are 
my daughter’s. She didn’t have a clue. She’s doing the best she can with what she knows. Period, 
you know? So now I want to be their friend. I don’t want to be their mom. That’s too much 
responsibility. I want to be their friend. “Let’s kick it.” Smoking weed, drinking. That made it 
worse because I was parenting out of guilt for what I had done or didn’t do. I sold my son’s pet 
for drugs. I used my son’s window in his room to sell drugs out the window, then I became my 
best customer. I was in such a zone. I had a couch in my living room that had pineapples on it so 
that it looked like little roaches but they were pineapples. So, I think there’s roaches all over the 
couch so I pick up the whole couch myself and throw it over the balcony. Into the courtyard! The 
kids woke up. They’re like, “Mom, why is our couch out there?” To be honest, I can’t even 
remember what excuse I gave. 
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I tell you, crack cocaine is no joke. I’ve had meth. But it was okay because I didn’t 
tweak. I cleaned up. For some reason, I guess I wanted to tweak on the floor so I went back to 
crack. But with meth I was skinny. In 2008, my son was about 10 and I was wearing his clothes. 
He was wearing a size 10 boys. Okay. I’d be in his room and he’d be like, “What are you 
doing?” “I need something to wear.” And he’s looking at me like, “What’s going on?” I don’t 
care.  

I’ve got into physical altercations with my daughter, because she’s tired of me being high 
and she’s calling me by my name. “Okay, that’s enough. I’ve had it.” I was wrong, but you can’t 
tell me I was wrong. That’s not how a mother is supposed to be. You’re supposed to love, teach, 
cherish when they do good. When there’s something wrong let them know when there’s 
something wrong. 

Diane Wade House has allowed me to have 18 months clean on Thursday. It took me 33 
years to get 18 months clean. And by the grace of God I do not look like all the drugs I did. I will 
forever be grateful to Bridges to Change and Women’s First. I'm gonna say that because [the 
Diane Wade House] allowed me to clean up my inside. Because it was nothing for me to walk 
around and have my face mask on. But when I had to clean my inside and come from the core – 
don’t want to do it. I did not want to do that! I needed to go find me a man to take care of me – 
and my grandchildren. 

So, my mentor was like, “No, no, no, no.” As soon as we got to the meeting I needed to 
go find me a man. I can’t do this by myself! I had no clue. I’ve always been in a relationship. 
Always. “I don’t even know what you over there talking about. It don’t even matter. I need to go 
find me a man, cuz my grandbaby needs this. My kids need that. Christmas is coming. Birthdays 
are coming.” She had to really sit me down and look me in my face and be like, “That’s what 
you’ve always done.” So, when she said that, that irritated me. I went to my room, and for some 
reason when I walked through my room door, “She’s right. You decided to change everything. 
So, don’t – don’t go back now.” 

March 23 of last year I attempted suicide. That’s my mother’s birthday. I have this one 
ex, that if I call him right now, by the time I get off the phone he’ll have a plate full of drugs to 
me. Because that’s how he had me for six years. 

This journey. I thought I was gonna lose my life. I didn’t grow up saying I want to be a 
crack addict. I don’t regret it anymore because it’s taught me to fight for my life. That I deserve 
to live. You know, I have 11 grandchildren. They never have to see me loaded. Never. And I’m 
going to give back what has so freely been given to me. My strength, my experience, and my 
hope. 

April 1, 2019 when I walked into the Diane Wade House was the best decision and the 
best surrender I’ve ever made in my 54 years of life. I’m a miracle. I’m a miracle.  

I have been so loaded that I gashed my head open and when I woke up I continued to use! 
I wish there was a word bigger than insanity because that was completely insane. And that’s 
happened like three times. Addiction sucks. But I’m grateful though. Because I’ve got a story to 
tell. I can help save somebody else’s life.  

I matter. I matter. And it’s taken a lot for my children to be okay with me because for so 
many years it was, “Oh, I’m not going to get high, I’m not going to get high.” I was high when I 
said it.  

I went to high school with Diane Wade, we were friends. She did a wonderful thing, 
Diane. I'm grateful. I have completely surrendered. I’m a very spiritual person. I feed the 
homeless today. I go get bread, sandwich meat, peanut butter and jelly, and go on the bus and go 
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feed the homeless. I can do that today. I get to do that today. I have a purpose. If I help one 
person I have changed the world.  
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Findings Introduction 
 

 Two testimonials from former residents of the Diane Wade House are included above 
with the aim of foregrounding the lives and experiences most directly impacted by the Diane 
Wade House. It must be noted that, according to some of those who have resided at the House, it 
has saved lives, and it has begun the process of shifting the trajectory of generations of Black and 
African American women and their families. Yet, as these testimonials introduce, there is still 
work to do, improvements to be made, challenges to overcome. The findings for this evaluation 
seek to emphasize successes and assets that have been identified by those interviewed, but also to 
remain realistic about the challenges that are still present and the work there is to be done.  

Findings for this evaluation have been categorized based on the questions created by the 
evaluation committee in 2019, which are tied to the values the committee identified as shared 
and important for individuals and organizations connected to the Diane Wade House. These 
findings are intended to be forward-facing, to contribute meaningfully to the revisioning process, 
and to not dwell on past concerns, missteps, or miscommunications, although they do take these 
into consideration. Overall, I have endeavored to provide the many varied experiences with and 
perspectives on the Diane Wade House, its history, and its future. This is no small task, for not 
only are there many perspectives, but often these perspectives directly contradict one another. 
This is one reason why the findings are so long – I have tried to be as comprehensive as possible 
while shedding light on differences and similarities between and among perspectives and 
experiences.  

The goal of this evaluation is not to provide verifiable facts. Rather, it is to present the 
many voices and varied experiences related to the House, for one’s experience is their reality and 
their truth. Therefore, these findings aim to use examples, experiences, and insights from people 
who are closest to the Diane Wade House to provide possibilities for moving forward in ways 
that are in keeping with an empowering, equity-focused, culturally-specific and sustainable 
approach.  

The goal here is to take a new look, interrupt taken-for-granted assumptions, and re-
envision what this House can and should be. One participant summed this intent up with a 
rhetorical question:  

“At what point do we stop and reevaluate and have an entirely different look at what 
we’re doing so that we can make adjustments? I think that’s been really challenging for 
all parties from what I’ve seen.” 

Another person involved from the beginning of the project said, simply, “It needs a restart.” My 
hope is that this evaluation report will inspire that restart and, as Erika Preuitt, Director of 
Multnomah County’s Department of Community Justice, said, “learn the lessons of the past and 
emerge anew.” My hope is that this evaluation report will allow stakeholders across Multnomah 
County to stop, learn lessons, take an entirely different look, and make necessary adjustments to 
move forward in a way that honors those whose lives have been and could be changed at the 
Diane Wade House – even if those adjustments are uncomfortable or require an investment of 
time or money. 
 It should be noted that there are significant intersections and parallels across the findings. 
For example, success is tied up with trust and effective communication. Lack of effective 
communication has led to a breakdown in trust. Success cannot be measured because of 
misunderstandings around the original intent. The relationships between parole and probation 
officers and House staff touches on issues of trust, communication, collaboration, original intent, 
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staff and leadership training, and possibilities for success. The list goes on. The evaluation’s 
executive summary endeavors to bring all the findings together into a coherent and concise 
narrative, while I also provide a list of concrete recommendations at the end of the evaluation. 
 Finally, it should be made clear that I, this evaluation report’s author, identify as a White, 
cisgender, heterosexual woman, and with those identities have come privilege I have not earned 
as well as blind spots and biases that, while I seek to be aware of and push against them, do 
inhibit my ability to fully and completely understand the experiences of many who have 
contributed to this evaluation report – most obviously those who identify as African American or 
Black. In addition, I have no personal history of justice involvement or addiction, although I 
have close family members and friends who have had these experiences. With this, I take full 
responsibility for any conclusions or recommendations that are misguided, any successes that are 
overlooked, any analysis that is inaccurate. 
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Success 
 

Evaluation Question: How have individual residents of the Diane Wade House experienced 
success during and after their participation in the program? What does the Diane Wade House 

need in order to be successful? 
 
Successes and Assets Identified: “They’ve been able to create a safe space for Black and 
Brown women…by the arts and the way that they decided to design the House, and the 
representation within the staffing of the House. As well as having more women graduate and 
program and bringing more programming in the House over the past six months.” 
 

1. The small and big successes of individual residents in their personal journey of healing 
should be highlighted and celebrated. 

2. Just having the Diane Wade House in existence is seen as a monumental success for 
Multnomah County. 

3. Individualized intake and goal setting processes have been crucial for supporting the 
women in the ways they need in order to be successful. 

4. The Diane Wade House salon helps residents feel a sense of normalcy, respect, and 
humanity. 

5. Culturally-specific programming, including Faith Bridge and the HER curriculum, speak 
to the needs of residents. 

6. Seeing women who look like them and have similar life experiences help residents feel a 
sense of possibility and empowerment to control their own destiny. 

 
Challenges Identified:  

1. The dormitory style, size, and physical location of the House work against possibilities 
for success. 

2. There are no shared understandings of or framing around what an Afrocentric, culturally 
specific transitional house is.  

3. There is miscommunication and misunderstanding around who is appropriate for 
placement at the House.  

4. Resident success should be individualized and measurements should be re-imagined. 
5. The referral process is a main contributor to House success. 
6. Strong, risk-taking leaders are needed in order for the Diane Wade House to succeed in 

its goals. 
 
Voices and Perspectives: 

Overall, most interviewees agreed, “It’s been an uphill battle to reestablish the reputation 
of the House since the change in House management.” There has been frustration with what 
some see as “People…patting themselves on the back about this program” and an invitation to 
“come into the room and troubleshoot how we make this a really successful program.” Many 
have worked hard and dedicated significant time and energy to making the Diane Wade House a 
success, but “the racial overlay in Portland, Oregon hurts this a lot. The history. And the damage 
done is just so ripe. Our attempts to pilot something really right has been so wrought with 
challenges.” So, while people on all sides have worked hard, “success” for the program has been 
difficult to define and achieve.  
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But, responses varied around what success actually looks like. For some, success has 
been seen in simply having the Diane Wade House, knowing that it exists and is a resource for 
justice-involved women who identify as Black or African American. For others, success is tied 
more to individual residents’ experiences at the House and upon leaving: “There have been 
several success stories…some women have been really successful.” And still some see the Diane 
Wade House, while serving individual residents in ways that often support and bring about 
positive outcomes, as a failure, as it “mimics racist, traumatizing systems of oppression.” 
However, those I interviewed who were residents of the House as well as some staff members, 
say that the House saved their lives. 

Deonica, the Diane Wade House program manager, reported that culturally-specific 
programming and staff training have been particularly successful over the past six months:  

“We hired a few subcontractors for programming, we had a few staff trained to get their 
Rent Well certificates, we had a few of the ladies get their Pure Wellness certificates. We 
started the HEAT/HER curriculum. We had a great turnout of residents who participated 
in that twice a week. We attended mandatory reporting training. We did some outreach at 
Coffee Creek to share some information with the women so they can make informed 
decisions on whether or not they want to come in here. We had some Dual Diagnosis 
Anonymous classes with a culturally-specific facilitator.” 

In her listing of these successes, Deonica reflected that there have been “a lot of great things [that 
were] needed for this House to be successful.” She added, “When [Bridges to Change] took a 
backseat and allowed me to lead the program, I felt like something wonderful happened.” 

Overall, though, there seem to be competing narratives around need for the House. Six 
interviewees associated with DCJ and who have significant experience working with the target 
population are clear that the numbers of potential residents just are not there to fill such a large 
facility and have said that the program will never be utilized to capacity if other ethnicities are 
not included or if it is not “right sized.” Other stakeholders with different knowledge and 
experience are adamant that there are many women who identify as Black who need these 
services and that “there’s such a lack of services that really speak to what a Black woman needs 
to heal, recover, and transition.” This narrative competition has led to many of the issues related 
to not seeing the kinds of success that was anticipated or hoped for. Several more areas of 
discussion and potential change are listed below. 
 

Several interviewees mentioned the salon and decoration of the Diane Wade House as 
one of the positive aspects of the current facility: “I do appreciate the fact that they have a salon 
because hair is important to Black women and the way we look and present ourselves…but the 
dormitory style is a huge challenge.” Those challenges seemed to outweigh many of the positives 
the current facility offers. All interviewees agreed that the physical location and setup of the 
Diane Wade House is not trauma-informed. One parole and probation officer reflected on the 
first location: “The first house was awesome. It was a homey home. It was nice to have the 
driveway, and the front yard, and the bedrooms versus a converted dorm. It just has a different 
feel. Clients, regardless of who they are, want some space to themselves.” Others agreed that “it 
takes a village so we need it to feel like a close-knit village.”  

Physical setup and location are not trauma-informed. 
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Many reported that they had heard from residents and former residents that it felt like 
they were “going right back to jail…to an institution.” As one parole and probation officer put it, 
“If you tell those women that they get their own room, their eyes light up like nobody’s business. 
If they hear the word ‘dormitory,’ it’s an immediate barrier.” An interviewee who provides 
programming at the House said, “The House doesn’t really lend itself to warm and healing. It 
doesn’t scream ‘healing,’ it screams, ‘I’m still incarcerated.’” Another leader in Multnomah 
County’s African American community said, “They’ve turned it into a mini institution which is 
not what we should be looking for to help women come back home. I’m hoping to see it go down 
from 30+ to maybe 15 so that people can get the one-to-one interactions that they need.” Another 
added that the location should be “a house [that] represents more of what we want the women to 
transition to.” 

For those who have trauma experience or who display mental health symptoms, all 
agreed that there is too much stimuli in the dormitory living setup. Most agreed, “We need to 
have either double room occupancy or single room occupancy, socially distanced, because now 
we know COVID is part of our regular vernacular.” 

Most interviewees also mentioned that the location of the House is a barrier to 
participation because it is so far removed from the support systems and systems of care potential 
residents rely on. One interviewee associated with the Aid and Assist program reflected: “One 
thing I’ve heard is that it’s far away from people’s community. So even though it is an African 
American-centric home, it’s still far enough away that getting to the places that they know and 
the people that they are connected to is difficult.” An interviewee who has visited the House 
often reflected, “Even for myself getting back and forth there. It just wasn’t convenient. I only 
imagine the women who are being served in the House really struggling to find resources and 
services that far out.” Another community member suggested that those who take the House over 
need to “bring our Black community back to their own neighborhoods.” 

In addition to finding a different location for the House, many interviewees from DCJ 
and within the community reported that they knew from the beginning there were too many beds, 
that the planned capacity was too large, and that the House and program would never be fully 
utilized as a fully culturally-specific program. Several people interviewed reported that they tried 
to make senior managers and leaders aware of this during planning phases but that they were 
dismissed. One parole and probation officer interviewed said that in her experience, African 
American women in her caseload do not want to participate in a program, but want to return to 
their family support networks: 

“At first, I thought it would be great. They can feel comfortable there, and I know they 
put a lot of work into the House, like the salon and other little features for them. But I 
think we found that we don’t have a ton of African American women on our caseload – 
not enough to fill the House – and we really started seeing that these women want to band 
together with their aunts and uncles and cousins and sisters and nieces. They just have 
such a huge family network a lot of the time that the majority of them would like to go 
stay with their own people rather than a program. So, I think the idea was great.” 

She concluded, “that during the House planning that notion was brought up by Tomasina, who 
runs the African American program caseload, but I guess it went over someone’s head.” This 
theme of many people who had on-the-ground knowledge of needs being dismissed, excluded, or 
“vetoed” early in the planning phase was echoed by several people who were interviewed.  

Several people heavily involved in the process said that because of this, and because the 
House has been so wrought with challenge and frustration, they are “done”. They have “worked 
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their darndest” and feel like they have gotten nowhere, or have been blamed for lack of success 
that they warned against early on. One interviewee reflected on her feelings of frustration:  

“From the get go, the House was incredibly political. Even with our very senior 
leadership knowing what a wreck it is they still continue to stand behind it. That feels 
really frustrating. I don’t know if senior managers are just not in tune with that because 
no one shoots them straight or what. It feels like we are saving face. I want our county to 
run programs that are successful and that are accessible, regardless of the population they 
serve. This program, right now, is not that.” 

This idea that senior managers are trying to “save face” because the program has not been 
successful was shared by multiple interviewees. 
 

Almost every person I spoke with either was not sure what “Afrocentric” or “culturally-
specific” means or offered their own definition rather than a definition that was somehow agreed 
upon by stakeholders:  

“Afrocentric…no one could ever define what that means. It was hard to get a grasp on 
what that meant to different people. There was no shared understanding when we were 
talking about, ‘What is Afrocentric?’ It didn’t connect with any one particular person.”  

Without this foundation, including a clear articulation of mission, vision, and scope of 
programming, most of the interviewees agreed that it is difficult to measure the success of 
individuals or the program itself. A person close to the House agreed, “It didn’t seem like it had 
any foundational principles around what it was to or for the community. It felt fragmented.” 
Another person echoed this perspective and added that it feels like “nobody [has] a vision” and 
“everybody [is] just treading water.” 

Some suggested that Afrocentric relates to a sense of unity and acceptance: “There’s a 
unity, there’s that unconditional love. We’re going to meet you wherever you are. And we’re 
going to move forward with that. That’s really important to me.” Others suggested that 
Afrocentric refers to “the many pathways that people experience Blackness. Because there’s not 
just one way.” And still others said, “Afrocentric is how we get through and build on the 
resiliency of our spirit, and the strengths of our ancestors.”  

In discussing the success of an Afrocentric or culturally-specific House, several 
interviewees connected success with programming: “It had to be a lot of different types of 
programming, from faith-based to education to cooking to gardening. All kinds of things that 
help people build and experience wellness.” Another interviewee added that it would be 
important to include the community so that they “had a hand in a lot of the programming.” An 
interviewee who offers culturally-specific programming at the House was clear that “County 
folks need to understand that…we know best how to heal ourselves…the majority culture does 
not need to design what happens with our programs.” 

And still others, even within the African American community in Multnomah County, 
suggested that the term “Afrocentric” is not necessary:  

“I would get rid of the whole term ‘Afrocentric.’ I’m 55 years old and I don’t even know 
what that means. I know what it is in marketing theory. I know what we were trying to do 
when we came up with those terms but ‘Afrocentric’ means 900 different things. I would 
abandon that altogether. Make sure the House is for African American women.” 

No shared definition of “Afrocentric” 
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This suggests that the terms are not what is important but what is important is some sort of 
shared understanding of what the mission and vision of the House really are.  

Many agreed that what is most important is that those who are closest to the House do the 
work – sooner rather than later – to establish what the House is and who it is for. One community 
leader said that the first order of business for the DCJ and other stakeholders should be, “Without 
wavering, articulate what the mission and scope of the program is.” She continued: 

“Success is being able to clearly define the mission and vision and scope of the program. 
Success is the Black community knowing about the program, understanding what the 
program does, endorsing and supporting the program. Success is the women who are 
residents of the program saying, ‘Yes! This program is culturally specific and meets my 
needs as a Black woman.’” 

Another interviewee counseled: “Here’s the amazing thing: there’s no working definition in the 
sense of a shared definition. So, you get to establish that. Start off simple. What are the three 
things we agree on that is Afrocentric for this House? This is what we mean for this House.” 
This interviewee, a leader in Multnomah County’s nonprofit sector, continued around what to do 
after stakeholders agree on what “Afrocentric” means: “And then everything else may be 
nuanced around those things. And then work your way backwards.” 
 

 
Overall, among those interviewed, there were many different understandings of who the 

Diane Wade House would serve. A peer mentor said, “There is no clear defined line in terms of 
the people we get.” Yet there was agreement among everyone that the House should be true to 
who Diane Wade was and what she stood for:  

“I think, for our clients, Diane was a person who they could identify with. Diane was 
seen a person who could hold people accountable, while understanding their perspective 
and supporting them from where they were. Diane was seen as a PPO who believed in the 
ability of clients to change and the potential in clients. For a program operating with the 
values that Diane embodied, there would be acceptance of clients and not judgement, 
support for client change and holding clients accountable so they can change.” 

There was a consistent theme of wanting to honor Diane Wade and her family. Many said that, 
especially early on, that was not the case: “When you name something after someone you need 
to find out what values and principles that person had so you can honor that person. The Diane 
Wade House didn’t seem like it had anything for the women to say ‘this is why we named the 
House.’” Most agreed that the difficulties of 2019 have been hard to recover from in terms of 
staying true to Diane Wade’s legacy: “It needs a rebranding. There was a whole connection…I 
don’t see any true connection anymore. Even if you google it, it’s tarnished.” 

While many agreed on a desire to stay in line with and honor Diane Wade, there were 
many differences articulated around what the racial and ethnic makeup of the House should be. 
Some said that, from the beginning, it was to be open to all justice-involved women but that 
there would be a focus on culturally-specific programming. One person who was interviewed 
said that they were proceeding with that understanding until quite recently when she heard that 
senior management in DCJ made the decision that it would be only for African American 
women. Others expressed their understanding that there was to be a 70/30 split, with 70% of the 
beds dedicated to those who identify as Black or African American, and 30% who hold different 

Who should be at the House? 
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racial or ethnic identities. Others reported that they understood that the House should be 100% 
African American and that it would not be appropriate for other ethnicities to be there. 
Complicating this, interviewees who have worked in nonprofit organizations that serve African 
Americans in Portland observed that “Not every Black person wants to be serviced by another 
Black person.” 

Beyond differences in understanding around racial and ethnic identities of residents, there 
were many questions about what levels of mental health symptoms could be appropriately 
supported at the House. Parole and probation officers as well as managers reported that they 
worked hard to find the right fit for their clients but that there was often a mismatch between 
their understandings and the comfort and training level of House staff and management. One 
person who works with the Mental Health Unit reported, “when we designed the House, it was 
supposed to be designed for folks who were experiencing significant mental health needs.” 
However, because mental health training “just never happened” for the House staff and manager, 
that unit “cannot place most of our folks there…This contributes to the inability to fill the House 
and make referrals.” This same interviewee shared that the Mental Health Unit, along with other 
County programs, discussed this need with Bridges to Change management multiple times but no 
action was ever taken. “At some point,” he reflected, “we just gave up.” Without proper and 
ongoing mental health training among staff members, “A lot of the women who display mental 
health symptoms do not do well there.” 

Another interviewee wondered about a disconnect between who the House staff thought 
should be in the House and what parole and probation identified as needed:  

“It seemed like who they wanted to live there was people who were motivated and were 
maybe dealing with some recovery issues. But that’s about it. I think their focus from a 
staff and site manager perspective was more of a recovery focus and not mental health. 
That’s what they were more comfortable with and where their experience was. I get it. 
We had some need in that area but that wasn’t the major need that we had for the 
program.” 

It does not seem that there has been any formal discussion around better understanding and 
negotiating the differences in these perspectives. 

There is a set of standard criteria for assessing “fit” for the House. These criteria are both 
qualitative and quantitative in nature and are accessible to parole and probation officers and 
management as well as the House manager and select staff. However, miscommunication has led 
to unfortunate circumstances in which, for example, a White woman was dropped off at the 
House but then told that the House was not a good fit for her. Everyone involved felt 
uncomfortable and disappointed when that happened.  

Several interviewees who are involved in the referral process expressed a need for more 
productive communication and collaboration between parole and probation officers, DCJ 
management, and House staff and management in making decisions around fit. Several House 
staff members wished that they were more empowered to make referral decisions or to weigh in 
on decisions. Still others expressed that the referral system was too complex and convoluted, that 
too many people were involved and that it needed to be simplified. On the other hand, some in 
parole and probations expressed that they feel pressure to make referrals to fill the House even 
though it is not a program they believe in or see being successful for their clients, especially 
those with mental health symptoms. They report feeling pressured by senior management to fill 
the House even though they gave feedback during planning stages that could have resolved some 
of the issues that are happening now but that feedback was ignored or dismissed. 
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Almost all the people who were interviewed framed success as individualized and 

difficult to measure. One interviewee, who is a Co-Chair of the CAB, offered several examples 
of possible ways a person could be successful at the Diane Wade House:  

“When you’re doing individualized treatment, it’s going to look different on different 
people. If someone stays engaged for two weeks, that’s a success. If they provide clean 
UAs for 30 days, that’s a success. If they show up and they have a history of violence and 
they haven’t put their hands on anyone in two or three weeks, that’s a success. It just kind 
of depends on the person and where they come from, what they’ve been involved in, and 
where they want to go. I just don’t see how you can define [success] as a whole because 
people come from different places. They’ve got different backgrounds, different 
perspectives, and they grew up having one way of doing things and here we are doing it 
this way. If they can get through the way we’re asking them to, that’s a success. Or even 
just muddling through the way they know how, but they’re still here, still showing up, 
that’s a success.” 

Many people who were interviewed agreed that resident success is really about stabilization and 
moving forward with their lives. One person who has referred people to the Diane Wade House 
said:  

“You know, coming out of incarceration, [the Diane Wade House] allows them a place to 
collect themselves, to reconnect with their community, and then to start moving forward 
with their life, while having the basics of community, food, shelter, housing. And then 
just giving them a space where they can make their plans for their next steps. I don’t see 
success as them having to be there for long periods of time, but just as a place to land and 
start reconnecting and start getting more healthy.” 

Most interviewees agreed that it would be difficult to lay out one statement or a metric of how a 
woman could be successful at the Diane Wade House and that true change would take many 
years:  

“Success is empowering women who can be part of the change that can happen in 
Multnomah County when it comes to the criminal justice system. The Diane Wade House 
can really impact the current climate nationally and also locally. But it will take like 5 
years of work.”  
Related to the idea that success is long-term, subjective, and individualized, many 

interviewees, although not all, questioned how DCJ measures or assesses the success or impact 
of the House and its residents. One representative of Bridges to Change agreed,  

“We have been embedded into the criminal justice system for so long that we are used to 
defining success in negative ways – you know, negative UAs, in ‘compliance,’ this word 
‘compliance,’ with your probation officer…All but 15 of our employees have been 
impacted by the criminal justice system and so it’s hard even for our own employees to 
get this out of their head. They live in this model.”  

He went on to agree that in order to appropriately assess success, stakeholders need to remove 
themselves from an approach that is steeped in traditional, deficit models and work toward 
individualized approaches that are anchored in the strengths and assets of impacted people. 

Resident success should be individualized and measurements should be re-imagined. 
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Of those who questioned the current approach to assessing outcomes and measuring 
impact, several mentioned that these measurements are driven by a system that does not have the 
best interests of the residents at the forefront: “Systems [like DCJ] have an approach that is not 
driven by the people. When systems start talking they tend to forget about the people they’re 
trying to impact and just start talking amongst each other. That is a barrier.” This barrier is seen – 
and experienced – by several of the interviewees. Another agreed that systems can be dangerous 
and may be biased in ways that do not promote the health and well-being of women of Color. 
Yet, she suggests that many residents of the Diane Wade House have exhibited resilience that 
have led to their success despite these challenges:  

“The entire system is incredibly flawed in creating systems that aren’t going to actually 
promote the impact we want. When we are living in systems that mirror systems of 
trauma, it’s not going to happen. Even in the midst of it not being effective in the ways 
that we might have hoped, the women in the program are still far more successful 
because of who they are, their resilience. That, to me, is the real success in the story.” 

The issue for some, though, is that these women should not be expected to be “resilient.” The 
concern is that this expectation of resilience is based in hundreds of years of racial trauma that 
have required resilience.  

Several interviewees suggested that one problem is the reliance on quantitative and 
statistical measures, which tend to dehumanize participants and push to the background the 
nuanced stories and lives of those most impacted:  

“Dominant culture wants to see things that are very statistical, these outcomes based on 
these numbers. But in a lot of communities of Color – yeah, we did serve those 100 
people or whatever but what we were actually doing was creating a stronger community 
and we might not be able to show that in a statistic.”  

One interviewee who works with Multnomah County agreed that “numbers are dangerous. It 
already has an implicit bias.” Another interviewee agrees: “How DCJ measures success is based 
on an agenda that was created by White people and that is based upon oppression, over policing, 
and everything else. Someone is measured by their crime and not by their humanity.” 

Many interviewees suggested alternative ways of measuring success or impact. One 
person suggested that success should be measured based on “how the women feel about 
themselves from the time they come in until they time they leave, and how they can articulate 
that.” They added, “And how they felt empowered about their life. What possibilities they didn’t 
have and what possibilities they have now. That’s how you measure success.” Another 
interviewee added that when assessing this program and the success of residents we need to keep 
in mind that “the residents at the Diane Wade House are so much more impacted by systems than 
any other population we serve…to me it’s really thinking about how we have supported someone 
in navigating systems of care that they want.”  

One person shared some ideas for how the Black community could drive success: 
“For a Black program, in this city, you have to have your community behind you. You 
have to have them vocal. You have to have them present. So, I would have done like an 
open house maybe on the grounds to say, ‘Hey, we’re here, come support!’ Like an ice 
cream social or something. And then some of the women can be out there if they want. 
You could have a booth. Get out into the community. Just to tell folks about what it is 
because a lot of people don’t know or they only know what they last read.” 

Another interview suggested that the CAB would be key in “reminding systems of the people 
they’re serving.”  
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Out of all those interviewed, 15 (over one third) expressed a concern that “the program 

was being starved on purpose.” These interviewees all suggested that the County “took a lot of 
heat” after Bridges to Change fired the first House manager. One community leader said, “I 
know the county really well and when stuff gets hot, they will throw a skillet down and run. I 
just think that after they got burned and got some bad press and blowback from it, they did was 
what minimally necessary” to keep the House afloat. Another interviewee said that, from her 
perspective, “DCJ, they hold power, but they use it in other ways such as not having a client sent 
to the House. They’re very strategic when it comes to who they want in [the House] and who 
they don’t or who they refer and who they don’t. So, they drive the success.” Across those who 
shared these opinions, most were uncomfortable with how success seems to be tied to DCJ’s 
established metrics and processes. 
 At the same time, several interviewees who work in parole and probation wondered if 
there are multiple versions of “the truth” about referrals floating around:  

“I think the staff at the House may be getting two different stories [about referrals]. 
Someone in the community might say ‘I want to come to the House,’ but when the PO 
offers, they say they don’t want to go…there are some competing stories [about who 
wants to and can be there]. I think this is an interpersonal issue because POs that work 
with other Bridges houses don’t have this problem…they work like a finely tuned 
machine. So, it’s not a Bridges issue. It’s something about the mistrust between the staff 
at this House.” 

That mistrust will be addressed in a later section of these findings, but it is important to note here 
that mistrust on all sides has, in some ways, revolved around the referral process, which has, in 
turn, led to questions about the “success” or lack of success of the House in terms of the ability 
or inability to fill the House to capacity.  

Yet, a parole and probation officer offered reassurance that, “As POs, we want to be able 
to use [the House]. I really do want to know what the House thinks we need to do to mesh well. I 
really do want to know what they see we can reasonably do to click. That is important to us as 
well.” It seems as if there are sincere intentions among all, but also severe lack of trust that 
inhibits any belief in the good intentions of others – and it is hard to know how to move past that 
without a significant investment of time on all sides. Because they are the main drivers of 
referrals, the trust parole and probation officers have in the House seems to play a substantial 
role in how success of the House is viewed and achieved. When reports from current and former 
residents suggest that the House is not meeting their needs, parole and probation officers are less 
likely to suggest the House as a resource to other potential residents. Therefore, it is important to 
address issues of trust in order to increase the likelihood that the House can be used to capacity 
and, in turn, be successful. 

It should be noted that interviewees also shared concerns around the role Bridges to 
Change has played in perhaps not contributing to increased referrals:  

“There were discussions about how to get the census up, how to get referrals up, and we 
wanted to have Deonica go into places and spaces where she feels might be the best fit 
for the targeted population. This was always met with resistance by Bridges to Change. It 

The referral process is a main contributor to House success. 
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was even pushed on by Erika Preuitt to advocate for the program through outreach but for 
whatever reason they would just say, ‘Well, we put this on hold.’” 

Teasing out which stakeholders can affect referrals and collaboratively planning for increased 
referrals and a transparent referral process seems to be key in moving forward and using the 
House to its intended capacity. 

 
Many people who were interviewed shared a perspective that senior leaders at DCJ and 

within Bridges to Change (or whoever has the contract moving forward) need to be courageous 
in their leadership, to rethink how business is done, and to take risks in order for meaningful 
changes to be made that will allow the House to be successful. Many shared that Multnomah 
County and its African American community will not be able to withstand another so-called 
failure: “DCJ has had enough failed community engagement efforts. And so, this next one, we 
can’t afford to not get it right. Because if we don’t, then we can’t expect community support 
moving forward.” Another added, “Failure is exhausting.” 

One interviewee, who was clear in articulating a need for out-of-the-box thinking among 
senior leaders, connected strong leadership with a willingness to question the status quo, whether 
that leader identifies as White or Black:  

“Dominant culture values are not limited to just White people. So Black people can take 
on the same dominant culture, values, and beliefs and in some ways be just as destructive 
to Black people as any White person. Not intentionally. They can say all the right things. 
What I would say is really vital is that they have someone who is working on 
deconstructing these White supremacy paradigms and willing to take a risk, outside of the 
box.” 

Another interviewee was clear in what she wants to see in DCJ leadership: 
“Erika [Preuitt] needs to step up and be out there in front and engaging with the 
community. A leader needs to say, ‘I’ll bring my team with me, but I’m going to be right 
there. I’m going to be in the front and I’m going to be the first to say that it starts with me 
and it ends with me. The responsibility lies with me. I need to be up front and held 
accountable versus bringing all these other people to create a shield.’”  
Yet, several interviewees shared that they were not sure if DCJ or its senior leadership is 

ready or willing to change ‘business as usual’. One interviewee who works for Multnomah 
County questioned her peers rhetorically, advocating for structures that would support change: 
“Are we willing to keep changing as we need to? How do we incorporate the need for ongoing 
change and be willing to listen to it and willing to make the changes that are necessary and 
support those changes? What are we putting in place to be open to change?” Another interviewee 
responded similarly:  

“Are we ready? I don’t know. But we have to be ready to do what is not familiar and 
what is not comfortable for a large group of people. Are we willing to do the things we 
need to do? It’s a hard one. And I know that there are a lot of people who aren’t ready, 
but even if we’re not ready, are we willing to get ready?” 

And yet, while many interviewees focused on DCJ’s and Multnomah County’s need to change, a 
few House staff members said that Bridges to Change was key in helping the House and its staff 
and management feel supported: “We need support from Bridges to Change [in order to be 

Strong leaders are needed for success to be achieved. 
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successful.] We feel so isolated. I don’t think Bridges to Change really gets why there needs to 
be a house like this. Otherwise, we would not feel so isolated. We have no support. From no 
one.” 
 
Recommendations: 

 
 This is the most concrete recommendations that was agreed upon by every person 
interviewed. It was widely shared that the House would be more fully utilized and more 
successful if located closer to residents’ support systems in Portland, if it were “right-sized,” and 
if it had more of a “home” or “village” feel, rather than the dormitory, institutional feel it has 
now. 

 
Many of the interviewees counseled that shared definitions, expectations, and 

understandings of the mission, vision, and scope of the House really need to be the first step 
toward success, but that these would take time, patience, and intentionality: “That’s more than 
just one listening session. It’s really envisioning where should this House be? What is 
Afrocentric? Is that even still the right word? What are the programs and service linkages that the 
program should have? And then help us build our RFP so that we can get the best provider 
possible for the work.” Another person added:  

“First and foremost, success has to be clearly defining the mission and vision and scope 
of the program. Gaining footing back in the community. The program being fully 
utilized. Success is the Black community knowing about the program, understanding 
what the program does, endorsing and supporting the program. I think success is the 
women who are residents of the program saying, ‘Yes, this program is culturally specific 
and meets my needs as a Black woman.’ I think success is being able to define the 
cultural specificity of that program.” 

 

 
Several ideas for desired outcomes were articulated by House staff, management, parole 

and probation officers, County representatives, other DCJ representatives, and former residents. 
One person summed these up in a list she provided off the top of her head, as a place to start:  

Clearly articulate and widely disseminate in places that are readily and easily 
accessible to the target population as well as all stakeholders the mission, vision, and 

scope of the House and its programming. 

Clearly articulate and widely disseminate specific desired outcomes for those who 
reside at the House. 

Contract with a provider that can find a different location that has room for 10-15 
residents in single- or double-occupancy rooms and is closer to the support and care 

systems residents rely on for long-term success. 
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“If a person remains engaged in programming and If there is no break in services, those 
who reside at the House should: 1. Have permanent housing; 2. Have stable employment; 
3. Be able to stay free of alcohol and drugs; 4. Be able to articulate their sense of 
empowerment and self-worth as a Black woman; 5. Be able to articulate a short-, 
medium-, and long-term life plan; 6. Be able to self-advocate in all areas of their life but 
especially around navigating systems of physical and mental health care.” 

 
One person who works for Multnomah County offered a possible approach to conducting 

a needs assessment that is led by community members:  
“We need to [bring] an understanding of the unique experiences of Black women in the 
justice system here in Multnomah County and then understanding what the history and 
the needs and the barriers might be and then identifying programming and services to 
respond. I don’t think that’s exactly what happened. I think one of the bigger challenges 
is that, as a group, we didn’t take that first step, which is identifying what the needs are 
that we would actually be responding to. We didn’t have community listening sessions. 
We didn’t really engage the community and say, ‘What are the needs? Let’s do some 
more background research on all of the history and welcome the County. Why hasn’t 
there been this resource in the past?’” 

 

 
Many interviewees agreed that sustainable success that is not in keeping with current 

structures and systems but actually disrupts those systems and structures takes time: “Be patient 
with it. Know that it is possible. It’s just going to take some time.” One person urged 
stakeholders to come together to define success as well as associated timelines:  

“Are you talking about success for the minute? Are you looking for systemic change and 
success for the trajectory of generational impact that will reduce poverty across the lines 
for folks who are at higher risk to poverty today? Nobody really wants that level of 
success because it’s not quick. It’s not fast. You can’t snap it…When people talk about 
success and trajectory, we have to change our mindset…Are we asking the right 
questions?” 

Another person agreed that real, meaningful success will “take decades”: 
“There’s movement around trying to level the playing field but that is going to take 
decades. We won’t see that because it literally took centuries to create this system. It’s 
not going to be dismantled in a decade. So, for right now, women need this space where 
people will understand them. Spaces that are specific to Black women. We have to create 
these spaces for people.” 

Conduct a thorough and collaborative needs assessment that is led by community 
members, including the Community Advisory Board, and those at DCJ/Multnomah 

County who refer clients to the Diane Wade House. 

Be patient.  
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Dedicate time and resources to a series of ongoing facilitated dialogue sessions between 

House staff and parole and probations staff to understand each other’s intentions, grapple with 
past wounds, and move forward as a collaborative team. There have been wounds on all sides 
and there is clear evidence that there are no structures in place to support the kind of dialogue 
that is needed: “When the House manager tells us that she believes the POs are not offering the 
housing, it’s just like, how do I get past that? How do I make you believe that we are? I don’t 
know how to do that. I know we are doing our job. I know we are trying.” Without this type of 
healing dialogue, the House will never be successful. 

 This is one of the most difficult recommendations to act on, yet would probably yield 
some of the strongest support by the African American community in Multnomah County as well 
as mid-level management and parole and probation officers. Senior leadership in DCJ, 
Multnomah County, and Bridges to Change were overall seen as interested more in optics and 
politics than in the lives of residents and House staff or in developing programs and policies that 
were bold, courageous, and culturally sustaining.  

Leaders should take ownership and risks visibly. 

Hold facilitated dialogues between House staff and corrections to better understand 
each other’s intentions. 
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Trust 
 
Evaluation Question: Does trust exist at every level associated with the Diane Wade House, both 

internally and externally? 
 
Successes and Assets Identified:  

1. Some parole and probation officers and House staff members trust each other and work 
productively together. 

2. Bridges to Change has done some equity work that has led to an increase in trust from 
some House staff and management since July 2020. 

3. House staff and management trust that the CAB will be able to help heal past wounds. 
 
Challenges Identified:  

1. The historical context of Multnomah County and the treatment of African American 
people here is still playing out.  

2. In general, trust has been broken between House staff and management and parole and 
probation officers and managers.  

3. Many stakeholders have been hurt and trust has been broken in various ways.  
 
Voices and Perspectives: 
 While difficult to measure from a quantitative perspective, the experiences people shared 
in interviews illustrate that many relationships between and among stakeholders have been 
broken or strained and, in many instances, have led to a loss or elimination of trust, which has, in 
turn, made the daily and more long-term work of the Diane Wade House more challenging and 
in some cases virtually impossible. These concerns are essential to address head on and as soon 
as possible. Some recommendations are offered, but the County should think broadly and 
creatively about how to address the complex and intersecting issues presented here. 

 
The first major concern around issues of trust is the historical context in which the Diane 

Wade House has been rolled out because, as one interviewee said, Multnomah County “has a 
very progressive label but its history is pretty steeped in a lot of racism.” A representative of 
Bridges to Change reflected that even though their “hearts were in the right place” when the 
opportunity came to partner in the creation of the Diane Wade House, “we weren’t ready” 
because they had not yet done the work within their own organization to grapple with both the 
historical and contemporary context.  

Several interviewees said that they wished DCJ, Multnomah County, and Bridges to 
Change would address systemic and structural racism in more intentional ways, perhaps as part 
of team building efforts. One person said that they wished there was a commitment “to 
addressing this beyond having a few conversations.” Many acknowledged that the dialogues 
would be difficult, but that stakeholders were up to the challenge: “Naturally there are going to 
be challenges and barriers, but it’s about how we do that from a place of integrity and 
accountability.” At least three interviewees who identify as Black or African American explicitly 
said that Black people have felt tokenized in this process, as well as in other Multnomah County 

The historical context in Multnomah County is still playing out. 
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initiatives that touch on issues of race: “Bridges to Change just felt like they were just looking 
for a Black face to answer their challenges that were happening on a level that was deeply 
organizational and internal. There was no trust for me.”  

This lack of trust is playing out in other ways. For example, one interviewee who leads an 
African American nonprofit organization in Multnomah County reflected, “I think the County 
likes to act like it’s very focused on equity, but it’s equity on their terms.” In discussing how she 
has experienced this, she clarified, “You have to work very, very hard to convince the County 
that you know what’s best for your community.” Experiences like this were echoed by other 
interviewees, who said the County takes a “my way or the highway kind of approach” and that 
they “just [keep] trying to prescribe things that [don’t] work” for the African American 
community. 

On the other hand, employees of Multnomah County reflected that there is a pervasive 
culture of fear that inhibits any sincere communication or trust building. There is a fear of 
grievances and lawsuits if a person says or does anything that could potentially be perceived as 
racist or racially charged. Because this is a House intended for residents who identify as African 
American or Black, this deeply ingrained fear totally removes any possibility for dialogue that 
could heal interpersonal relationships and move toward trust, which is necessary for productive 
collaboration. 
 

Overall, one of the most often communicated concerns across all categories and questions 
related to the relationship between parole and probation officers and House staff and 
management: “There’s been a breakdown of trust and that really happened in the beginning of 
the House and while things have improved, I still think that there’s this underlying lack of trust 
that goes back and forth between the POs and the House staff.” While most staff members 
acknowledged that “some” of the parole and probation officers are “helpful,” “responsive,” and 
“work well” with House staff, and while parole and probation officers tended to agree that many 
of the House staff members are “easier to work with,” “more professional,” and “communicate 
more effectively” than previously, there was always an underlying concern around broken 
relationships of trust between the two sets of stakeholders: “Previously, POs would make 
referrals to staff and not hear back from them. Or staff would try to reach out to POs and feel like 
they weren’t getting the answers they needed. But more so I heard it on the POs reaching out to 
staff side.” At the same time, there were reports of the House manager seeming almost 
intentional in not communicating with key partners at DCJ.  

Either way, most interviewees agreed that productive communication between parole and 
probation officers and management and House staff and management is needed – and is now 
totally lacking. In general, everyone agreed that there are hurt relationships, and that there is a 
key need for relationship repair and narrative change between the two groups: “There’s the big 
line of trust that we’ve been battling for a long time, and it shouldn’t be that way. Our job is to 
help people restore their lives.” 

Some wondered why the relationships are so plagued with a lack of trust, adding that this 
is not the case in other Bridges to Change houses:  

“There have been instances where POs have worked really closely with house staff and 
started to build a rapport and work together to support clients. And I think that’s been 
successful, although, from what I hear, it’s still not as successful as it’s been in other 

Trust has been broken between parole and probation officers and House staff. 
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houses. Even other Bridges to Changes houses have had more success collaborating with 
POs on referrals and case planning. I don’t know what the disconnect is with this house. 
It seems like the relationship between the POs and the staff has been more adversarial 
than it has been collaborative.” 

One of the most likely answers to this quandary is that this is the only Afrocentric/culturally-
specific houses Bridges to Change runs and current fears and discomforts are specific to 
relationships between people who identify as Black and people who identify as White – or, in 
some cases, non-Black.  

Another concern has revolved around the relationships created between the peer mentors 
and the residents: “I also hear from POs that clients in the House are violating the terms of their 
supervision and the House staff is not relaying that information to the POs to create a plan. 
Instead they’re acting more as an advocate for the client in a way that is not acting like staff or 
like an authority figure but rather acting like, ‘I’ll be your best friend. You can do this. It’s okay. 
I won’t tell anyone.’” Several peer mentors agreed with this assessment. One mentor observed 
about a particular resident and her relationship with peer mentors and staff:  

“I felt like lines got blurred quite a bit while that person was here. So instead of looking 
at us as mentors, a lot of us became friends to this person. So, there was a lot of things 
that were allowed to take place in the House that probably shouldn’t have been allowed. 
It just created some chaos and some confusion.” 
An additional reason identified as contributing to lack of trust was “a lack of 

transparency,” which “has been really impactful.” This perceived lack of transparency around 
decision-making, the referral process, and personnel matters has caused deep wounds. One 
interviewee agrees that this is a concern and suggests a few options for improvement, including 
joint outreach and training: 

“Some of the things that you could kind of bake into the process would have helped to 
repair the relationship or build rapport, having POs be more present in the House, which 
the current manager is accepting of although not responsive to, the previous manager was 
like, ‘Don’t come here, you’re the police.’ That created a really big divide in the 
beginning. I think some of that could have been improved – maybe some trainings that 
they took part in together could be helpful. Some more joint outreach to clients, which I 
feel like we’ve been talking about for a year and hasn’t happened yet.” 

Some interviewed reported that the mistrust was particularly salient when the first House 
manager was part of the picture: “It seemed like there was a lack of willingness to work with 
corrections. The site manager just didn’t seem to be interested in working with us or was in some 
ways dismissive.” One parole and probation officer said that those feelings of mistrust subsided 
with the second House manager coming on Board: “The second manager was, at least in the 
beginning, more willing to work with us.” But, after a while, it seemed like once again issues 
arose. “We just could not get any traction.” 
 One person clarified that it may not be an issue between particular people, but rather 
there is a general sense of “discomfort working with corrections” that has not been addressed:  

“Honestly, I think there’s a bit of discomfort working with corrections. It certainly came 
up with the first manager. And I don’t think Deonica sees herself as part of that team. We 
were planning on kind of addressing it but I don’t think we did enough. Most of the folks 
who were working there were peers who had some connection at one point in time with 
the justice system so individually we were able to make some inroads but overall it was a 
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distrust of the justice system, which we expected, but on the other hand, we needed to be 
strategic organizationally and that’s what never happened from the management level.” 

This perspective that the mistrust is really of the entire justice system, of which many 
stakeholders are a part, is helpful because it means that individuals may be able to not take some 
actions and concerns personally. In fact, several people acknowledged that individuals have 
worked well together: “There have been a few staff there that I’ve liked a lot. LaToya, 
specifically, has been awesome. And they have just been friendly. I guess the key for me is being 
friendly with me. Simply being pleasant.” It is important to note that people are aware of the 
issue and know that it needs to be seriously addressed: “Historically what has happened is that 
they point fingers at us, we point fingers at them.” Deonica, the Diane Wade House program 
manager, shared her desire “to get to the point to where we can build a relationship because it’s 
really sticky.” She added, “Ultimately, when we are on the same page with [POs], there are 
better outcomes for residents.” 

 Beyond relationships between parole and probation officers and House staff, trust has 
been broken in various ways across all stakeholder groups and this has led to a complete distrust 
and almost a retreat from any action or change at all. There seems to be a paralysis or fear of 
action. One interviewee said this is because there is no transparency between people in power 
and others involved: “Trust between those who hold power and those who hold different parts of 
the relationship is not there and transparency is not there.” A House staff member wished she 
and other staff were more appreciated and suggested that that would be helpful in beginning to 
repair relationships of trust: “To feel appreciated goes a long way.” Another interviewee said 
that, especially early on, “It felt like everything, honestly, was very childlike. People would talk 
about other people, we would hear personnel issues that it didn’t even seem were legal to talk 
about. And so, I didn’t feel trust in any of them or in any of that process.” 
 One interviewee suggested possibilities for rebuilding relationships of trust across 
stakeholders, but noted that processes and organizations involved are “mirroring systems of care 
that are traumatizing for women.” She continued: 

“I think there needs to be intentional relationship building, team building, community. If 
people are sitting at the table, making decisions, are impacting systems of care for Black 
women, we have to be in community together and elevating or amplifying or centering 
around the voices of Black women. I think we also need to have very clear discussions 
around how we’re mirroring systems of care that are traumatizing for women. I think 
teams have done that individually but not together in a collaborative way. I also don’t 
think there’s time [dedicated] for repair. We might say ‘hey, this thing happened,’ or ‘this 
miscommunication happened; here’s the way it should have been said,’ but we’re not 
actually talking about the impacts to the staff, to Deonica, to the residents.” 

 
Recommendations: 

 

Trust has been broken between many stakeholders. 

Consider measuring levels of trust as an individual resident and programmatic 
outcome. 
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One interviewee was clear in her desire to start measuring trust as an important outcome 
or impact because trust is necessary for success to occur: “Trust is an outcome that we don’t 
measure [but] it’s a really, really important outcome that is harder to measure.” Because trust 
between and among stakeholders is so crucial in realizing success in other, more tangible aspects 
of the program, measuring trust levels would make sense. 

 
Several interviewees acknowledged that building back trust among stakeholders would 

take time – time that perhaps the County or DCJ may not feel is available. However, multiple 
stakeholders said that taking time for intentional repair work is necessary to meaningful change: 
“Time is the most important thing. Trust is around time and understanding.” Another interviewee 
agreed:  

“Trust is something that’s built over time. If there’s been a breach, from my perspective, 
being a mediator, the only way to heal that breach is to bring folks together and then to 
start afresh. What happened has happened, but the only way to heal is to come together, 
talk it through, and then lay the groundwork for some new opportunities.” 

One person associated with parole and probation suggested:  
“That’s one of the things I would address up front. The House management and all 
partners would have to be aware that this would most likely be an issue. And everybody 
would have to be committed to addressing it. Beyond having some conversations. We 
actually need to do something about it. We tried to have some meet and greets but once is 
just not enough. It’s got to be really intentional and sustained.” 

 
One interviewee who works for another nonprofit in Multnomah County said: “We have 

to figure out a way to work together and not resist one another. It’s not about us. Our success lies 
on the success of the client. So, the vision is figuring out a way to unify the services that we have 
together and not be so resistant. Let’s work on doing this together. Let’s partner to meet their 
needs.” 
 

 
Several interviewees agreed that building trust hinged on the cues stakeholders received 

from the top of the ladder:  
“Getting support from the leadership in both organizations [would help]. If I recognize a 
problem and go to the leadership, there has been breakdown in communication that really 
prevented a lot of the trust built from the top down because it wasn’t communicated 

Take the time to engage in intentional repair work between House management and 
staff and parole and probation officers and management. 

Build into structures, systems, and operations clear and regular opportunities for 
collaboration between House staff, management, and parole and probation officers. 

Leaders and managers in all stakeholder organizations must model narrative change in 
their communication. 
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agency wide or it was miscommunicated in a way that caused additional tension. On the 
Bridges to Change side, leadership was really afraid of interacting and supporting the 
House in the way that they have other houses. So that created an added challenge.” 

Another interviewee agreed that building trust would be hard, but that leaders “actually have to 
do some engagement in the community. You have to build some trust. You have to show people 
that you are going to walk your talk – that you’re not going to do more harm.” 
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Communication and Collaboration 
 

Evaluation Question: Is communication effective among all stakeholders, both internally and 
externally?  Does collaboration exist? 

 
Successes and Assets Identified:  

1. Parole and probation officers and managers who take the time to collaborate by attending 
staffing meetings at/with the House are appreciated. 

2. The formation of the CAB is seen as a major success for future collaborative work and is 
an asset to the County. 

3. Some collaborative efforts have increased over the past year. 
 

Challenges Identified:  
1. Some who identify as Black feel tokenized in Multnomah County work. 
2. There is a culture of deference and aversion to risk taking across Multnomah County. 
3. The process has been plagued with a lack of dependence on existing expertise. 
4. Communication within and emanating from DCJ led to miscommunication, 

misunderstandings, or no communication at all. 
5. Relationships between House staff and managers and parole and probation officers are 

not collaborative. 
 
Voices and Perspectives:  

In general, many interviewees agreed that communication and collaboration are a major 
problem that gets in the way of the Diane Wade House recognizing its goals. One person shared, 
“Everyone’s kind of walking on eggshells.” While some acknowledged that communication and 
collaboration have improved over the past year, there are still internal and external 
communication and collaboration concerns that interviewees addressed as ongoing and 
problematic. 

 
At least seven individuals who identify as African American or Black both implicitly and 

explicitly communicated that Black people within Multnomah County are tokenized:  
“Some of it was, it’s just sort of business as usual in Multnomah County – like, that’s just 
how things have been done. There was one woman who was a peer who was part of the 
original planning group and I think people thought that she could be representative of the 
whole community of Black women. Often she was deferred to for that.” 

One woman who identifies as Black said that she had no idea why she was at the table in early 
conversations about the House other than the fact that she was Black:  

“I was never told what my responsibilities are or who I was accountable to. Had I been 
told that, I still would have done it, but leadership was so ambiguous, and it was just like, 
‘Hey, we’re gonna grab a couple folks and you guys will be the face of this.’ Now, tell 
me how that makes sense for me to [be in that position] outside of the shade of my skin. 
I’ll just say that just because you have a certain pigment doesn’t always make you the 
right person to be at the table.” 

“Black faces, not Black power.” 
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Another person agreed: “This often happens to Black employees at Multnomah County. One 
person is not representative of a large and diverse community.” Another person who has been a 
part of the Diane Wade House from the beginning said, “It’s like Black faces, not Black power.” 
It must be noted that one person at Multnomah County responded to a draft of this evaluation 
report to clarify that communication and public relations efforts explicitly stressed an approach 
that would not tokenize people who identify as African American and/or Black. She reported that 
she repeatedly checked with Black leaders and community members to make sure that they 
wanted to participate in the ways they were, especially when it came to news and media 
coverage of the Diane Wade House. So, while there have been some notable exceptions, overall, 
this practice of tokenization, even if unintentional, has led to widespread questioning of the 
intentions of leadership, the goals of DCJ and the County in continuing to fund the Diane Wade 
House, and the possibilities of real change through and within the House. 

 
Many interviewees identified a culture of deference and aversion to risk-taking among 

leaders in Multnomah County as a significant problem that has contributed to the problems the 
Diane Wade House has experienced over the past two years:  

“One thing about Multnomah County is that everybody is a group of agree-ers. No one 
wants to actually get into any disagreement and so it’s really hard to develop a path 
forward that everybody signs on to. People can say yes to something in a room and then 
months later they’re like, well, we should have done this differently. But no one is willing 
to actually voice their opinion of opposition in a room. I think that’s what created this 
culture of just, ‘Okay, we’ll just all defer to the staff.’ Even though a lot of people think 
that’s not the right way to do it. Or not wanting to speak up. I think that gets us where we 
are. A culture of not wanting to say something different.” 

Although it was not clearly articulated, it is possible that this “culture of not wanting to say 
something different” could emanate from rigid, traditional power dynamics and associated fears 
of punishment if one is “wrong,” and could also relate to a climate of “White fragility” in the 
case of the Diane Wade House, where leaders do not want to be seen saying or doing the wrong 
thing about a House intended to serve the African American community. This fear, though, has 
led, reportedly, to paralysis: 

“It was like no one [at Bridges to Change] wanted to make a decision” because if they 
were the one to make a decision then they would have to own it – and own the potential 
failure, media embarrassment, etc. “They never wanted to make concrete decisions about 
the House. I think they were very fearful to make any firm decisions. They were very 
fearful of the conversations around race. You could tell it was uncomfortable for them to 
have the dialogue and it unfortunately paralyzed them.” 

This inaction was seen not only at Bridges to Change, but in policy circles at the County and in 
DCJ, where that fear to take ownership got in the way of serving African American women: 

“There’s just not engagement at the leadership level to really take charge and take 
ownership of it and move forward in a way that actually honors the community you want 
to serve. It’s very frustrating that we have this great opportunity that feels sort of 
squandered and that we’re going to make the same mistakes again.” 

A culture of deference and aversion to risk taking gets in the way of communication 
and collaboration. 
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 One interviewee suggested that, beyond a culture of wanting to agree and not wanting to 
be wrong, the structures needed for effective communication are lacking, so that even if senior 
leaders intended to delegate or communicate, it often did not happen or miscommunication 
happened: 

“There’s just been such inaction from the leadership within county agencies to make 
significant changes to this program. Erika Preuitt is wonderful but she’s also stretched 
thin and she’s not going to be the one to take action in between meetings and there’s no 
structure to delegate work like that. They don’t have an internal structure of good 
communication. There’s just not a structure that’s supportive of all the levels of 
management.” 

Another interviewee was clear that the time has come for “DCJ [senior leadership] to step up and 
lead this thing. It is a service for their clients. It was built to have their clients be successful. It 
was built to be a special resource, not to just fall into the menu of services. It was needing to 
stand out.” 
 

 
Most people interviewed communicated that they wanted to be a valued partner in the 

process of re-visioning the Diane Wade House and that they “want to see this program be 
successful.” One parole and probation officer spoke for her colleagues when she said, “POs want 
to be available and resourceful and get along with the House. We want to be able to use it. I 
really do want to know what the House thinks we need to do to mesh well.” Overall, people 
expressed a desire to be involved, to collaborate, to learn from one another, and to build on past 
successes and missteps. Yet, many wondered why they had not been included or communicated 
with earlier on, if at all. Several interviewees shrugged their shoulders and said, “I don’t know,” 
when I asked them why they thought they had not been included in planning processes. One 
interviewee in particular, who knew and worked with Diane Wade for over two decades, was 
never consulted in the early stages of the process and was almost missed as a potential 
interviewee because no one mentioned his name, even though he plays a key role in the DCJ’s 
African American parole and probations unit. 

Another interviewee reflected that many people wanted to be involved when the House 
was funded through the MacArthur grant, but since that is now almost complete, it’s harder to 
find people who remain interested in collaborating:  

“With the MacArthur grant, people are fighting to be at the table. Of course, now that it’s 
moving to our funding and we’re revisioning, people really aren’t interested in 
participating. Now is the most important part! MacArthur was temporary. What is the 
long-term plan for the site and services and support for this programming? Collaboration 
was somewhat limited because when you have an entity that is outside your organization 
trying to determine what happens and facilitating it and their agenda is different…that’s 
when collaboration can be a little wonky. Some of the people who initially came together 
for Diane Wade have no understanding of day-to-day operations, of the support that folks 
would need to operate a new facility. They were too focused on making sure that they 
have the right names and the right titles that they forgot people who probably could have 
assisted and really helped for the trajectory of the long term were not at the table. 

Lack of dependence on existing expertise. 
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Sometimes funding can be the hindrance [and can] defeat the grassroots systemic work 
that we’re trying to accomplish and the people you’re serving get lost.” 

The CAB has presented a unique and exciting possibility for many who hope to see better 
communication and increased collaboration among stakeholders: “I think the CAB is obviously a 
huge step. We need to continue to work with the CAB to build them up so they can be the 
consistent voice and messengers. They end up being the more credible messengers than any 
bureaucrat or service provider could ever be.” Yet, there is concern around how much access or 
power the CAB will have:  

“The policy group, consisting of leadership from all agencies, should have been a part of 
the CAB onboarding and really work to get the CAB up to speed on everything that’s 
happened at the House and is currently happening so that they could really start to form 
their body of work. And then invite the CAB to meetings, participate in their meetings, 
even for just 15 minutes to give a status update of where things are. And then asking for 
really clear recommendations and providing clear guidelines on what the limits of their 
power are.” 

Without this intentional communication and collaboration, there is a widely held belief that the 
CAB will fall prey to what seems like an ongoing practice of tokenization and superficial fixes 
for deep-rooted problems.  

 
Many interviewees identified lack of communication from and within DCJ and Bridges to 

Change as a major problem that came in the way of a more successful House. Sometimes 
decisions were made by policymakers but “then no one would communicate within [DCJ].” One 
interviewee expressed frustration that the lines of communication either were not there or were 
not used: “You need to take that information back and communicate it yourself.” This lack of 
communication caused significant programmatic issues, “to the point where, as recently as 9 
months ago, the piece of DCJ that handles the majority of housing referrals, her staff said they 
didn’t know how to make a referral. That’s unbelievable to me.” 

Another interviewee agreed that “the communication challenges were monumental. 
We’ve really struggled…Unfortunately, Diane Wade House has fallen victim to that.” This 
interviewee continued that she didn’t “want to set great ideas up to fail” because everyone 
involved could not communicate effectively. A different interviewee reflected that “DCJ just felt 
all over the place. You didn’t know who was saying what or who was operating what or who was 
part of what and where referrals were and what was happening.” Many interviewees agreed that 
the communication failures within and beyond DCJ started at the top: “It’s a top-down lack of 
communication [with the DCJ], and also just a lack of understanding.” 

Another concern highlighted by several interviewees was that “We would have a 
conversation and all come to a consensus and then they would go and do the opposite.” So, even 
though some people were included in various conversations, there was often little fidelity to what 
seemed to be decided in a collaborative process. Some suggested that there were good intentions 
but bad communication: “So many good intentions and all of the right things but so many balls 
dropped.” Another person indicated that stakeholders needed to be more deliberate in their 
communication between leaders and policymakers and those carrying out operations: “There’s 
this policy group and then [there’s] the people that are actually doing the work in the House…the 

Lack of communication from/within DCJ and Bridges to Change. 
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connectivity there was not as deliberate as we needed it to be.” Another interviewee confirmed 
that, within DCJ, “communication is pretty bad. The link between the executives and the 
operations level folks is really bad – there is a big gap.” 

One person linked that “bad communication” with an “internal culture” that is “pretty 
damaged,” suggesting that some of the problem relates to “internal strife about race both on the 
juvenile and on the adult side of their department.” She concluded: “DCJ says all of the right 
things, they have all the right values, they have all of the right evidence-based programming, 
but…it’s still corrections,” suggesting that DCJ leadership needs to move beyond saying the 
right thing to doing the right thing. 

Finally, although much of this strife was felt internally to DCJ, stakeholders in the House 
itself, including House staff, felt the repercussions of this poor communication. One peer mentor 
expressed: “Honestly, we’re still kinda just kept in the dark about what’s going on with the 
program. It’s like we have a little breakthrough and then it dies down again.” 

 
 Many interviewees, even beyond the parole and probation officers, agreed that there has 
always been a level of tension between House staff and parole and probation as a whole, 
although some individuals have worked well together. One parole and probation officer said that 
it did get better when the second House manager came on board but then, for some reason, it 
went back to feeling non-collaborative:  

“When Deonica came on board she was much better [than the previous manager]. Just 
patient, she would listen, everyone would have their turn, she would give relevant 
feedback. It was just so much easier. And then at a certain point it started feeling like the 
tension came back there, too. And it was like her and her staff against everyone else. I 
don’t know how that changed.” 

Some within House staff and management said that it’s been difficult to feel part of the “team” 
because of the inherent power dynamics at play, in addition to the racial overlay of the work. 
Three parole and probation officers reported that sometimes when they go to the House there is 
no one to let them in: “I’ve been [to the House] multiple times where you’re ringing the doorbell 
and no one lets you in. And so, it started like, are they intentionally not letting us in? But we 
have these tensions. So, I think [POs] just stopped wanting to go there.” Not understanding, or 
doubting, the intentions on all sides has clearly led to a breakdown in both communication and 
collaboration.  
 At other times, there has been open hostility toward parole and probation officers on the 
part of House staff: “We tried the retreat, the three-day work with you. And hearing [the House 
staff] say that [POs] ‘suck’ was like…here we are trying to build bridges and make this program 
successful and you’re judging us and calling us names? How do we mend that? I’m not sure.” 
However, while actions have taken place and wounds and offenses have occurred 
interpersonally, there is an acknowledgement that much of this inability to overcome challenges 
in collaboration stem from structural concerns around Black people’s relationships with law 
enforcement on a whole: “The world right now has negative ideas about law enforcement and of 
course that’s allowed and it’s totally reasonable.” These structural concerns, however, play out in 
interpersonal ways. “But I also think there are employees who don’t realize the job [is] working 

Relationships between House staff and managers and parole and probation officers are 
not collaborative. 
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with law enforcement and it needs to be a cohesive relationship. So, we need to bring in staff 
who are well prepared to do that. Just as they don’t want us to show bias against them, we don’t 
want it the other way.” 
 In addition to the suggestion to make sure potential House staff understand the level of 
involvement with law enforcement the job will require, one interviewee suggested that work also 
should be done to combat “preconceived notions of what parole and probation is” in order to 
understand that corrections is “not the punitive agency that people may have experienced in the 
past or their family member or somebody they know has experienced.” Parole and probation 
officers and managers are hoping that work can be done to help House staff recognize that “we 
have changed drastically in the last five to ten years.” On the flip side, one interviewee observed 
that “the carrot and the stick [approach of parole and probation] is still a very popular modality.” 

Some suggested that the role of peer mentors was difficult to manage and that some peer 
mentors and other House staff were not clear on where the line was between their job and the job 
of a parole and probation officer. One former House resident reflected: 

“Sometimes [peer mentors] were too personal. You got to be professional, you’ve got to 
keep it professional. Saying no is okay. We don’t have to say yes. Boundaries. You 
cannot be friends with the residents. They are your clients. It has to be professional. And 
you can’t let them get away with anything. That’s how they got in here. You’re not 
giving them a fair chance. And if they’re not ready, they’re not ready.” 

One parole and probation officer agreed and connected the idea of having boundaries and 
structure with being trauma-informed:  

“The idea is to help [residents] feel safe and having boundaries. That’s not 
institutionalizing them. Without boundaries and consistent rules and consequences, 
you’re setting up a parameter for staff splitting and alliances that are inappropriate. And 
then clients feel like things are constantly unfair, and that’s because there aren’t clear 
lines and expectations. The roles of the staff and the clients get blurred pretty quickly 
especially if you’re using a peer mentor model. Part of being trauma-informed is setting 
expectations. You can still be individualized without losing that.” 

Another interviewee agreed that setting lines and expectations is a crucial part of operating as 
trauma-informed: “The idea of structure is really important, especially from a trauma-informed 
lens. The lack of structure is super frustrating.”  

At the same time, one interviewee who is a main referral source for the Diane Wade 
House observed that while rules and boundaries are useful, it is also important to understand how 
those rules can be enforced in ways that are helpful to and more sustainable for the residents:  

“I’ll give you an example. We have a facility that we work with that has been successful 
in working with many of our clients because they do several things. There are rules, they 
do UAs on people on a regular basis, but when someone has a positive UA, the 
conversation is really around ‘what do we need to do to keep you clean and sober?’ It’s 
not about ‘oh, this is your first strike, two more strikes and you’re out.’ It’s different. It’s 
a different angle. So, use alone is not going to get somebody kicked out. There’s got to be 
something more that’s going on and they are constantly trying to work with clients 
around challenges they may have to staying clean and sober.” 

The interviewee concluded that he understands there need to be rules, but, “when someone 
doesn’t follow the rules, the follow up question to that should be trying to figure out what’s 
impeding that as opposed to, ‘you’re not following the rules, you’re out.’” There was 
disagreement among interviewees about what the role of House staff is in setting boundaries, 
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establishing structure, and having those productive conversations compared to the role parole 
and probation officers should play. One House staff member said:  

“POs need to have buy-in and they need to be involved in the program. I know POs are 
busy but if we’re going to deal with high acuity women that need a lot of support then we 
need to give what is required. The Black culture is very family oriented. So, emails, 
phone calls, and all that doesn’t work with our folks that we serve. That really takes a PO 
stopping by at dinnertime. There’s a whole different thing happening where POs could be 
way more involved, just a 10-minute stop during the day. That’s just never happened – 
well, maybe with one or two of the POs. We need to create a more community kind of 
environment where our POs are actually part of the process.”  

Many of the parole and probation officers I interviewed agreed that there needs to be a 
partnership between them and House staff, but that there was not agreement between them on 
expectations and roles. This lack of clear understanding around expectations has led to 
disagreements and frustration on both sides. This lack of clarity, combined with assumptions 
made about each other’s intentions, repeated misunderstandings, and inconsistent 
communication has led “to the point where we’re not partnering anymore.” As one person 
reflected, “We just never got to the point where it felt like a team.” 
 
Recommendations: 
 

 
Overall, there needs to be more open and consistent communication between DCJ and the 

House staff and management. Stakeholders should work together to establish structures and 
resources to facilitate open, consistent, and transparent communication. One interviewee 
suggested: “We need to be consistent and cognizant that we’re making those requests and 
making sure folks are at the table. And also realizing that we’re probably going to hear things 
that we may not want to hear. And be ready for that.” Erika Preuitt added, reflecting on her own 
role as a leader: 

“You have to commit. You can’t say ‘thank you, we’re going to consider it,’ and then 
come back and say, ‘We didn’t consider this and that because this is why.’ That’s what 
makes people pissed off, excuse my language. It makes them pissed off internally. And 
so, what I’m trying to do as a leader is figure out, if I asked your opinion on something 
then I need to be able to incorporate that into the decision making. Not saying, ‘Oh, you 
didn’t say what I wanted you to say so we’re doing this instead.’”  

In addition, House staff report that “there is not a chart that shows who we all report to.” While 
co-creation and community buy-in is necessary, there are too many stakeholders right now that 
House staff and management are unsure of who they report to so they end up feeling like they 
report to and are accountable to everyone. An organizational structure needs to be developed and 
clearly, transparently shared so that every stakeholder understands who is accountable to whom, 
who is making which decisions and why, and who has the power over what aspects of this 
process. 

More open communication between DCJ and the House.  
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 Most interviewees agreed that “we need the current staff at Diane Wade and the residents 
of Diane Wade need to be at the forefront [of the revisioning process]. Let’s figure out together 
with folks who are the residents as well as on site staff what’s working and what’s not working.” 
Another interviewee agreed: “Include these ladies who are at the house. At the end of the day, 
these are real people, these are real lives.” In addition, several interviewees suggested that the 
County “bring in folks who are working with similar programs within our community to the 
table to be a part of that process. How do we do it together instead of always trying to be an 
island?” Many interviewees agreed that DCJ and the County need to depend on local knowledge, 
including the knowledge of parole and probation officers and managers.  
 

 
Most interviewees agreed that “there need to be avenues and there need to be systems 

developed for communication that people are held accountable to” within DCJ and across 
stakeholder groups, especially between Bridges to Change and the Diane Wade House. While 
communication has improved between Bridges to Change and the Diane Wade House manager, 
other staff there still express feelings of isolation, wondering if they are just “taking orders.” 
 

 
 Although this is recommended elsewhere in this report, it cannot be overemphasized. 
Much of the difficulty and perceived lack of success of the House is related to 
miscommunication and lack of communication, as well as assumptions about various 
individuals’ or organizations’ intentions. These problems have led to an inability or 
unwillingness to collaborate across organizational lines, which has, in turn, exacerbated racial 
tensions. Taking intentional, thoughtful action on this recommendation should be one of the 
highest priorities moving forward. 

 
Both sides agreed there is better communication and collaboration between parole and 

probation officers and House staff when there is intentional communication and collaboration:  
“The staff meetings are actually pretty helpful [to attend for the POs]. You get a chance 
to connect face to face with the mentors and the staff about your own clients. So, it’s not 

Depend on existing expertise. Do not tokenize.  

Develop transparent, effective, efficient systems and structures for communication and 
then hold people accountable to those. 

Work with parole and probation officers and management and House staff and 
management to clarify expectations, roles, and responsibilities and then create 

structures to hold everyone accountable to those expectations. 

Hold a series of ongoing facilitated dialogues between parole and probation and House 
staff and management. 
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like we put them over at the Diane Wade House and then, ‘Great, thank you, out of my 
hair, moving along.’ It’s a partnership. What can we do to support you [the Diane Wade 
House] because you’re supporting our client.” 

Regarding the House staff, one parole and probation officer noted:  
“I would say that the folks that are currently working at the Diane Wade House, the staff, 
they are very collaborative and work well with the corrections counselors on the team. 
They connect all the time. They reach out to each other if folks are in need. They are 
always trying to collaborate and work together and reach out. I really have to say the staff 
that are on site right now are doing a really good job of reaching out…and making sure 
they’re connected and have any services or support or that sort of thing. I would say that 
works really well.” 

Taking into consideration there seems to be positive momentum with relationships between 
parole and probation officers and House staff, it would be helpful to take advantage of that 
momentum and hammer out details regarding each person’s specific roles and responsibilities in 
order to improve relationships and operations even more. 
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Decision-Making and Shared Power 
 

Evaluation Question: Is there shared decision-making and power among stakeholders? 
 
Successes and Assets Identified:  

1. The creation of the CAB is seen as a positive step toward sharing power with the African 
American community in Multnomah County. 

2. Internal power sharing within the Diane Wade House has grown substantially in the past 
year.  

3. Bridges to Change has endeavored to increase shared power and decision making in the 
past four months. 

4. DCJ is engaging the community in the re-visioning of the House. 
 

Challenges Identified:  
1. There is a mismatch in definitions and expectations of shared power. 
2. There has been limited shared power in the process to this point. 
3. Decisions are made by White people and White institutions. 
4. Stakeholder organizations are not ready to share power. 
5. Revising the referral process might lead to stronger feelings of shared power for some. 

 
Voices and Perspectives: 

Many individuals have worked hard to share power and decision making throughout the 
process of the Diane Wade House being created, including members of LPSCC, parole and 
probation officers and managers, and current House management. Many people interviewed 
reported that they have seen an increase in attempts to share power over the past year. As an 
example, one parole and probation officer observed, “I think Deonica [the House Manager] does 
a really great job of being mindful about sharing power with her staff. Deonica demonstrates a 
real belief in community focus and community decision-making with her team.” A member of 
LPSCC said, “It’s taken so long because we’re sharing power. Anything that happens, if it 
changes their recommendations, we take it back to [LPSCC] for that group to vet. It’s taken two 
years because that has been so intentional.” A parole and probation manager agrees that 
sometimes processes and decisions have taken longer because she endeavors to be very open, 
transparent, and intentional, sharing power as decisions are made. While there are positive 
examples to look to, many of the interviewees suggested that stakeholders and organizations 
involved have struggled to share power in ways that were meaningful for all involved, but 
specifically for the African American community.  

 
One of the reasons there is a mismatch in responses about how or if power is shared is 

because “everybody has their own idea of what shared power should be.” One interview said that 
“Power sharing, for me, is really complex. I think people need to know what the parameters are. 
They need to be educated about whatever the process is. And then they have to be very clear 
about where their input is needed.” This perspective was shared by another person, who agreed 
that when attempting to share power, everyone involved had to agree on what that meant and 

There is a mismatch in definitions and expectations of shared power. 
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what parameters needed to be set. Another interviewee reflected that it can be hard to share 
power when people understand that to mean very different things:  

“It’s hard, because when you use words like that and then you don’t set up the processes 
for it or you don’t have a really good example of when power was shared and something 
really meaningful and powerful happened out of that…I don’t think we have that. No one 
said, ‘Let me tell you about what happened in whatever city. They did a shared power 
process and this is how it worked and this is what the outcome was.’ I think we throw 
some words around that help give people hope but also could totally demoralize people 
when you say that and then you don’t share power.” 

To this interviewee, it can be really difficult to know what effective shared power looks like and 
it would be helpful, especially for senior leadership, to have examples of successful shared 
power in similar contexts to follow. Another interviewee agreed that DCJ does not have 
experience sharing power – that’s not how things are typically done at DCJ and in many contexts 
across local government – so it has been difficult to realize: 

“This is really different than any dynamic that exists today. DCJ needs a service, they 
find someone who will do it. And they sign a contract. It’s not collaborative. I think there 
were some good attempts at sharing power in meetings and really uplifting the voices 
with people with lived experience and also the acknowledgement of all the harm that 
criminal systems have done to BIPOC communities and particularly to women over the 
past 400 years.” 

Another interviewee agreed that a culture of shared power simply does not exist across the board 
at DCJ or Bridges to Change: “There was – and still is, but there was more – so much strife and 
conflict between different levels of people at Bridges…and I saw the same play out at DCJ with 
the POs and the managers and the executives. And so much of it was like, ‘We’re going to tell 
you what to do.’” A few interviewees did acknowledge that people, specifically at Bridges to 
Change, tried to engage in shared power but that it had not yet worked out:  

“My interpretation is that the people at Bridges tried to be really open…like, ‘We have 
not done right by Black women in the past and we need to learn and we want to learn 
from you. I don’t know if there was enough trust, relationship, rapport, or something to 
make that successful but it just wasn’t.” 

In addition, representatives of Bridges to Change did share that they have attempted to share 
power but in some ways they have been hamstrung by County policies, procedures, and norms: 
“We are asking ourselves if we are the right organization, is this the right thing to do, or do we 
take this opportunity…the county doesn’t work that way. The county is like, ‘we’re putting out a 
procurement, they gotta follow the procurement rules…’” This echoes others’ observations that 
County norms and procedures often come in the way of effective sharing of power. 

 
Some representatives of LPSCC, DCJ, and Bridges to Change shared that they have 

worked hard to share power throughout the past two years. Many acknowledge that attempts 
were imperfect but sincere and outside observers note that a sense of allyship has been present. 
There is a general sense among these organizational representatives that many of their imperfect 
efforts were due to challenges of funding requirements or structures of power that were not 
called into question. Certain individuals, in particular in parole and probation, have attested to 

There has been limited shared power in the process to this point. 
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working hard to share power but, without much support from senior leadership and without 
positive responses from House management, kind of gave up. 

While individual exceptions were acknowledged and appreciated, many interviewees, 
especially among (but not limited to) House staff, reported that they had seen no shared power at 
all. One peer mentor scoffed:  

“Shared power. That’s a joke. I have not seen any shared power since I’ve been here. I 
feel like we’re here, we’re paddling on a boat, but there’s someone else driving it. Every 
decision is made on the [Bridges to Change] leadership level and then it trickles down 
and we’re the last to know about anything. They [Bridges to Change] drive the boat and 
we take orders and do whatever it is that they feel like we need to do to appease them.”  

It should be noted that Deonica, the House manager, shared that she felt like people at Bridges to 
Change were trying hard to share power and to understand how to do that in meaningful and 
intentional ways. Deonica shared her gratitude for the humility and intentionality Bridges to 
Change had exhibited in the past several months.  

“There was just so much that Bridges to Change was ignorant to and weren’t really 
looking at. So, we started this movement toward strategic equity planning and they kind 
of gave me a platform to talk about my experience, do some outreach, basically allow me 
to have a voice, which I felt like I didn’t have when I started. So, I started bringing 
services to the House and I was allowed to run my program. Since they allowed me to 
take the lead on the program a lot of great things have happened.” 

Yet, it seemed that people among the House staff did not have that same experience. One person 
reflected: 

“Previous attempts to engage and support community have been 50/50. Those efforts 
counteract each other to the point that it’s zero. And then unfortunately people tend to 
remember and stick with the negative over the positive. Our next series around of how we 
engage the community can’t be the same way we’ve done it in the past.” 

Another interviewee shared that the tides of shared decision-making may be turning, but that she 
is cautiously optimistic:  

“Over the past few months there seems to have been a want for more decision making to 
come from community members. That was the intent behind the [Community Advisory 
Board]. To have women who identify with the House resident population to really help 
guide this process. So, it feels like that [has been] shifting and that there has been a lot of 
push to make sure that was shifting. But I would be wary that people may not take their 
advice or recommendations and implement them. My biggest worry is that they may be 
used as a face and not really as part of the structure.” 

Overall, shared power seems to intersect with issues around trust and there seem to be similar 
layers to the complexity of it. There are individuals who attempt to share power but the Diane 
Wade House has fallen victim to a lack of clarity around expectations of what shared power 
should look like, misunderstanding of and assumptions about individual and organizational 
intentions, and structures that seem to preclude total shared power. 

 
It is important to emphasize that concerns around shared power and perceptions that 

“decisions were and are made by White people” and “by the wrong set of individuals” were 

Decisions are made by White people and White institutions. 
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expressed both by people who identify as African American and by people who identify as 
White or non-Black. In fact, there was no preponderance either way. Among those who 
discussed a concern about decisions being made by White people for people who identify as 
Black or African American, there was consensus that “there is some sort of allyship, but there is 
no co-creation. That’s the missing part.” Many expressed a sense of hope about the CAB and its 
potential to tip those scales a bit. 
 Another theme that popped up again was the idea of tokenizing Black people. Some 
interviewees agreed that “Yes, both managers have been Black women,” but expressed their 
concern that people overlook that the organization making most of the decisions – Bridges to 
Change, “is a White-created, White-led organization.” 

“And they oversee the House and they supervise whoever is working there. They lay the 
plans out as to how this House is promoted and how the House census is built. And if 
they’re not giving the people who are running the House the resources to make that 
happen, it’s not going to happen regardless of whether it’s Angela Davis running the 
House!” 

Another interviewee reflected on the problematic role Bridges to Change has played:  
“I think they were trying to be conscientious of, ‘Hey, we’re a White organization, what 
do we know? So, you tell us.’ So, I think sometimes decisions were made by the 
supervisor or manager of the House where the leadership should have been making 
decisions or they should have at least provided some guidance and parameters and 
context.” 

It should be noted that, while many interviewees said that Bridges to Change had not been the 
best organization to partner with the DCJ for the Diane Wade House, two interviewees among 
House staff were consistently supportive of how Bridges to Change and its leadership had 
evolved. One peer mentor said:  

“It would be hard for me if Diane Wade House is run by somebody else for me to leave 
Bridges. Bridges has done very well with employees. If the women need anything, 
they’ve done their job in being a good organization to run this program. I would like for it 
to continue to be run by Bridges. A lot of the stuff that was in the papers wasn’t true and 
it has given Bridges a bad name. But we keep moving forward.” 

At the same time, a member of LPSCC reported, “There was a lot of putting out fires with 
[Bridges to Change]” and she thought there needed to be a change there for the House to move 
toward greater success. 
 Some interviewees identified “Whitewashed” processes as not flexible enough to allow 
the House to speak to residents’ needs as Black women:  

“It was just a difficult process to get people to contract. So, if there was an individual 
who would come to the table with a proposal and say that it has worked in other 
jurisdictions for this population, it just felt like you had to go through hell and high water 
to get culturally-responsive programming approved. And I understand contracting and, 
you know, the whole process, but there was a whole other layer to it that felt very micro 
managed in a way that did not benefit Black women or the program. The bureaucracy and 
structures were Whitewashed.” 

One interviewee was clear that “systems of care [like the Diane Wade House] mimic systems 
that are traumatic for people” and that when that is the case, “we’re not going to get into a space 
of trust.” According to this person, who identifies as White, it does not matter that the grant 
made things more complex, or that the racial history of Multnomah County is complicated, or 
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that some tried their best; “we’re still talking about large systems making decisions for the most 
impacted communities.” She clarified that “the voices of those really at the helm of this work,” 
including House management and staff, “aren’t the first informed about decisions, often aren’t at 
the table.” This practice of exclusion and lack of transparency “mirror[s] White supremacist 
systems” and because of that, “we’re not going to get out of a space of damage to folks.” She 
concluded with a distinct sense of hopelessness: “Unfortunately, that’s the landscape of grant 
funding and county service and nonprofit work. It makes it really challenging to be a leader at all 
levels – county leader, nonprofit leader, program manager.” 

 
It is important to note that most interviewees agreed that individuals within DCJ, 

including particular parole and probation officers and managers, were trustworthy and were 
clearly “invested in the Diane Wade House’s success.” Many, however, thought that DCJ culture 
did not support the level of shared power, or co-creation, necessary to make meaningful or 
lasting change in “how business is done.” DCJ culture, several asserted, is really the 
responsibility of senior leadership. One interviewee suggested that senior DCJ leaders need “not 
just [to] listen to the staff but be able to take that, filter that through a cultural lens and an 
evidence-based practice transitional housing lens, then come back, make a decision, and 
communicate that effectively.” Another interviewee concluded that DCJ leaders and criminal 
systems in general are not “really ready to share their power.” She went on to say that “if they’re 
not ready, I don’t want to demand it and then it’s all going to blow up.” One person suggested 
that in order to share power effectively, “People who create policy need to listen to the people 
who do the work.” A senior DCJ leader confirmed that people are not ready to own a process in 
which they could look bad or in which failure might occur. She suggested, “It’s kind of like a 
game of hot potato. Nobody really wants to take the responsibility, the ownership for why the 
House has atrophied – so it’s all this ownership hot potato.” 

Several interviewees also identified Bridges to Change as being not fully ready to 
“rethink the structure from which we’re operating and really think about what it means to live in 
a place of shared power.” While several interviewees did agree that Bridges to Change 
management was engaging in dialogue around equity and shared power, one concluded, “I don’t 
think we’re living there. I think we’re talking about it.” Another interviewee who worked closely 
with Bridges to Change observed: 

“Bridges to Change really struggled with not being able to put themselves in Black 
people’s shoes. But at the County, too, the legalities, whether it’s the contract or the 
county itself for whatever reason not being able to really highlight and empower a 
specific population – Black and Brown women – there was just way too much of ‘Well, 
we can’t do that because we can’t just say this is just for Black people.’ Well, you’ve 
imprisoned Black people! So, it was really hard to navigate the dynamics of wanting this 
to be a culturally-specific House and the individuals there to feel safe in this House, but 
we want White people to run this House and not have Black programming or a Black 
therapist or Black counselors or people you can really identify with to help Black women 
succeed and really connect on a level that is not just punitive.” 

Some stakeholder organizations are not ready or willing to share power in meaningful 
ways. 
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Overall, interviewees suggested that, while positive steps forward had been taken, it was not yet 
enough to get to a place where all stakeholders felt valued and empowered in the process. 

 
One specific concern that was shared by several interviewees revolved around the referral 

system. One person who works for Multnomah County said, “I would love to refer African 
American women to the Diane Wade House but it’s always been kind of difficult to even start 
that process because I don’t know who to talk to or where to begin to talk to someone.” A few 
people agreed that even though there was intentionality around creating the referral process that 
exists, it is too confusing and there are too many people involved. One member of the 
Community Advisory Board suggested in a kindhearted way: 

“If it were up to me, I would tell the POs to get out of the way. The POs would make the 
referral to a kind of panel of women of the House. The woman could come meet the 
panel, they would talk to each other, get to know what the House is about, what they 
offer, the unity of the women, what the structure is, and then they decide together.” 

This desire to create a collaborative, village-like opportunity to assess the “fit” of potential 
residents was echoed by an interviewee who is part of Multnomah County’s Behavior Health 
Office. He added:  

“They should meet each other before being dropped off. Get to know one another. They 
could have a conversation – a heart to heart – about who they are, why they are there, and 
you let them share their story. Because in the Black community storytelling is what it’s 
all about. We tell our pain, we tell our stories, we tell where we want to go. So, we create 
the structure. Nobody tells us how – we do it.” 

Three other interviewees made similar suggestions – that members of the CAB should play a role 
in the referral process and that the initial assessment should include a kind of family-oriented 
‘meet and greet’ before being dropped off. 

 
Recommendations: 
 

 
In order to address concerns around shared power, prior to any decision making at all, 

Multnomah County should first host open dialogue and listening sessions around what shared 
power means to various stakeholders, what it looks like, and what people’s expectations are. 
These sessions should be ongoing to continually revisit what is meant by shared power, how 
people experience shared power, and what might be lacking. One CAB member advised: 

“There need to be some community agreements between the government portion of this 
work and our CAB. Here are our parameters, here are our ground rules. This is how we 
are going to collaborate. This is how information is going to be shared. This is how 
information is going to be used. This is the decision-making model. It’s clarifying the 
roles up front. That’s going to have to be a deliberate process with everyone in the room 
with a trained facilitator that’s able to walk us through it. We need someone that can 
bring stuff out, bring truth out, bring fear out, and move this forward.” 

Revising the referral process might lead to stronger feelings of shared power. 

Depend on open dialogue. 
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DCJ senior leaders should convene internal dialogue sessions through which they can 

have open conversations around their readiness and willingness to share power. DCJ senior 
leaders have expressed their intentions: 

“I want it to be a very collaborative process. I want it to be a process where people are 
feeling that they can develop trust and that they are empowered to make decisions in the 
House that are good for them and that includes the people living in the House, that 
includes the mentors. I hope the House is a place that all of the women who live in there 
can be proud of.” 

However, they need to make sure the whole organization is on board and can reimagine criminal 
justice through a collaborative lens. 

 
As the County moves into the re-visioning process for the Diane Wade House it must be 

intentional, thoughtful, and transparent about how, when, and from whom it seeks input. When 
input is sought, it should be through a shared power model, through which community members 
are empowered to disagree. One person observed that “the Workforce Equity Strategic Plan is a 
good start [but] they can do a better job with thoughtful community engagement and really co-
creating with the community instead of bringing them in at a late stage and just asking for a yes 
or no vote.”  

DCJ senior leaders should engage in dialogue about their readiness for shared power, 
given structural constraints and barriers. 

Be transparent and intentional when seeking input. 
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Staff and Leadership 
 

Evaluation Question: Do staff and leadership (House, Department of Community Justice, 
Bridges to Change, parole and probation officers, others) have appropriate skills and knowledge 

in order to effectively serve the residents at the Diane Wade House? 
 
Successes and Assets Identified:  

1. Multnomah County’s Workforce Equity Strategic Plan is a good first step in developing 
the cultural competency required to work positively with and through the Diane Wade 
House. 

2. Community Advisory Board members are eager to help address skill development among 
House staff and management. 

3. Bridges to Change has worked hard to develop understanding around equity. 
4. Peer mentors have valuable lived experience that can be helpful in understanding and 

guiding House residents. 
 
Challenges Identified:  

1. The level of involvement of senior leadership in DCJ, Bridges to Change, and 
Multnomah County has been inappropriate.  

2. Senior leaders at DCJ and Multnomah County must model anti-racism and create a 
culture that directly addresses implicit bias and the historical roots of racism. 

3. House staff have lived experience that help them relate to residents, but sometimes this 
comes in the way of supporting residents in appropriate ways. 

4. House staff and management do not have the necessary mental health training to 
appropriately serve and support the residents who are referred to the House. 

5. House staff and management need more consistent support from DCJ and Bridges to 
Change. 

 
Voices and Perspectives: 
 During our evaluation committee retreat in September 2019, one concern that was raised 
was that staff and leadership across all stakeholder organizations may not have the requisite 
skills or knowledge to help the Diane Wade House realize its vision or the goals of its residents. 
With a focus on the strengths that already exist, this portion of the evaluation seeks to uncover 
how staff and leadership across organizations and at all levels can be better equipped to support 
the House and its residents. 
 

Several interviewees offered examples of times in the past two years when senior 
leadership, particularly within DCJ and Bridges to Change, has been inappropriately involved in 
the day-to-day operations of the Diane Wade House – either too involved in minute details or 
hands off when they should have been involved. Reasons suggested for those inconsistent levels 
of involvement included a concern around optics, political considerations, and not having 
appropriate staffing or not being able to delegate effectively. One interviewee narrowed in: “It 
was hard to get them out of the weeds because there was such a level of self-preservation with 

Level of involvement of senior leadership has been inappropriate. 
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every last one of them.” Another person, who represented several stakeholders, said that leaders 
need to “have a backbone. Be courageous in your leadership. Do the right things for the right 
reasons.” Another interviewee from Bridges to Change reflected:  

“This is when White organizations fail and White companies fail is when we make 
decisions based on what people think and based on what we want to look like in the 
community rather than dealing with the real issues at hand and making really hard, tough 
decisions that take more work and more resources…we all did not make decisions based 
on what was best for the clients, we were making decisions based on what we look like in 
the community.” 

Another interviewee keyed in on the concern around optics: “I think the women of the House 
need to be at the center of everything we are doing. I don’t think throughout the process that’s 
been the case. Unfortunately, optics has been the case.” Many interviewees suggested that an 
intentional effort to engage the right people at the right levels, and to depend on those with on-
the-ground experience and knowledge, is crucial for the success of the House.  

Three interviewees who are associated with local nonprofits and the Community 
Advisory Board said that one concern is what many see as an (unfounded and deeply racist) 
excuse that qualified candidates who identify as African American or Black simply do not apply 
or are not available for positions in the Diane Wade House. They rejected this claim, and 
encouraged leaders to “get the right people in place.” These interviewees pointed out:  

“So often White people, good intentioned White people, make the mistake of not being 
courageous in their expectations. ‘Okay, you’re a Black woman, read your resume, check 
that box.’ That’s not good enough! If I’m a Black woman and you hire me, I want to 
know your expectations and how you are going to support me. But hire me because I’m 
the right person for the position.”  

This interviewee urged leaders, “don’t say you can’t find anybody. I have problems with that. I 
don’t care if you’re Black or White. If it’s not the right fit, it’s not the right fit.” 

Several interviewees felt like “Decisions were made by the wrong set of individuals” and 
that “the biggest mistake was rushing.” One person suggested that if leaders and policy makers 
“could have been slowed down…in the way it was rolled out,” there may have been a greater 
opportunity for success. But, as one person observed, “It was so chaotic – [leaders] were so 
pressured by the politics. The [political and media] noise was getting louder and louder. They 
could not get away from the noise long enough to just put the brakes on and be honest.” An 
interviewee from Bridges to Change echoed this observation and counseled Multnomah County 
to “get out of politics-first mode. Because it’s obvious when we’re in politics-first mode and if 
[the County] thinks the Black community doesn’t see that they’re really mistaken.” 
 

Several interviewees pleaded with stakeholders to “be culturally aware and culturally 
competent.” She suggested that it is not enough simply to take trainings, but to “start to apply 
these trainings that we are doing all the time. They need to also apply it to themselves.” Another 
person who represented senior leadership within DCJ agreed:  

“The first work that needs to be done is internally [within DCJ]. I think our POs need to 
do internal work related to their own implicit biases…we can’t make barriers in our 

Senior leaders at DCJ and Multnomah County must model anti-racism and create a 
culture that directly addresses implicit bias and the historical roots of racism. 
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minds for people that have come through our system…structurally, we need to look at 
ourselves internally. That’s about building relationships. Barbecues and tacos are fine, 
but there has to be…structurally…education on both sides.”  

That said, it’s easy for senior-level leaders to blame lower-level operational staff for implicit 
bias. What came out from many interviewees is that rooting out implicit bias and creating a 
culture of honesty, sincerity, and authenticity starts at the top. If leaders do not model and create 
a culture that supports anti-racism, several interviewees concluded, it won’t matter how many 
trainings operational staff are required to attend. 

Several others who were interviewed offered similar feedback around education. One 
person acknowledged that “as White people, as White leaders [and leaders of dominant-culture 
organizations and systems], we need to really think about our own impact and think about how 
we’re narrating from a place that might be completely flawed and inaccurate.” These self-
conversations and educating opportunities can be difficult, but, as one person pointed out, 
“Everybody needs implicit bias training. The tapes that they might be playing in their head that 
negatively impact their view of [the Diane Wade House] that we all just kind of have to address 
to engage in authentic partnership with each other.”  

 
Peer support is a unique and important part of the Diane Wade House. One person who 

was interviewed said that the staff there really has everything they need to be successful: “The 
Diane Wade House has so much potential and they’ve got staff there who care so much and have 
life experience and education experience and they’ve got the basics of what they need.” She 
added that the major problem is that the House is just too big. Another stakeholder who is a 
member of the Community Advisory Board reflected that peer support and mentorship 
represents:  

“the opportunity to feel safe and to feel supported. To know it’s just a knock on a door, or 
a walk down the hall when you feel like, ‘I’m stuck.’ And it’s not a do-it-for-you, it’s a 
walk-beside-you. Let us help you problem solve that. On the one hand, they’re living 
their own life and making their choices, but on the other hand there’s such an importance 
to developing the pro-social support. Oftentimes, Diane Wade House clients don’t know 
it outside of the system. So, I think of a launchpad or a home base, to have a place you 
can get support emotionally, maybe with transportation, maybe with the moving in 
process, but also someone sitting next to you on the couch and watch a funny show and 
just relax for a minute because life is stressful.”  

More interviewees, though, while acknowledging the unique and valuable resource that peer 
mentors are, also wondered whether it is the best model for residents of the Diane Wade House:  

“I think the peer mentor coaches is a great concept. But I think some of the resident 
mentor coaches were still kind of new in their recovery and in their self-awareness and in 
their growth. Good women, but still working their program in a way that I don’t think 
they could fully attend to the client.” 

Another interviewee shared the concern that the peer mentor structure may need to be revisited:  
“I’m all for having peers. The peers that they brought on have great lived experience but 
almost none of them had experience coordinating with partners or case management or 

The peer mentor model is helpful but sometimes lived experience can get in the way of 
best supporting residents. 
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working with the system and frankly didn’t have a lot of skills working with the clients. 
Also, many of them were very early in their recovery. I think there’s definitely a place for 
[peers], but you need to have a professional structure. Otherwise you end up – we ended 
up – having to provide a lot of guidance and that’s also not sustainable.”   

Several people who were interviewed seemed to agree that the peer mentor idea is a great one 
and holds a lot of promise but might need to be scaled back or restructured to provide the best 
support to the residents of the House. 

In addition to thinking about the peer mentor model, almost all of the people interviewed 
reflected back on the “early days” of the Diane Wade House. They mentioned that there were 
some significant “bumps in the road” early on, including bad media coverage. One person 
though that “there’s a lack of training and a lack of confidence within the staff. I don’t think 
they’ve had the training or experience to do this.” One of the ways this “lack of training” or 
“lack of confidence” among the staff seems to have been exhibited was through what several 
interviewees referred to as a lack of structure of consistency in rules and consequences.  

“We would meet with them weekly to staff cases and there were a few women there who 
were consistently breaking all the rules – positive UAs, staying out past curfew, just lots 
and lots of stuff going on, and [we] would ask why they were still there. If they are 
breaking all of the rules, you are showing them that they don’t have to abide by any of 
the rules. Or you have the women who are trying to do really well who are triggered or 
intimidated or frustrated because several women kept coming in high or not coming in at 
all. But there’s no consequence…It’s just been a lot of that kind of stuff over and over.” 

Some interviewees expressed that it can be really difficult to help residents succeed in their path 
to recovery and healing without that consistency:  

“We need the staff to be consistent. No matter who you are, in any social services, you 
have to be consistent because everybody who gets social services in the metro area, they 
know each other. So, if they know that one person got one treatment and another got 
something else, that’s unfair. That’s such a big thing that has caused a lot of problems 
there.” 

A few interviewees suggested that consistency has gotten better over the past several months, 
while others maintained that it continues to be a major challenge. 

 
One of the challenges for House staff that was expressed by everyone interviewed no 

matter their racial identity, organizational affiliation, or position within hierarchy, was the lack of 
appropriate and ongoing mental health training among House staff and management. This seems 
to have stemmed from a disagreement or lack of clarity around who the House is intended to 
include as residents: “If the program is going to be working with people who are experiencing 
mental health issues, then the peers – really all the staff – need to have training on how to work 
with folks who are experiencing mental health issues.” This is one of the major contributing 
factors, according to some, for the House not being utilized to its capacity:  

“Folks would have to be discharged because they’re too acute or they weren’t even 
getting accepted…Bridges runs another program for women’s housing that we ended up 
sending people to because the mental health symptoms were just too acute. Several times 

Mental health training and experience among House staff is both lacking and 
necessary. 
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we asked Bridges, you know, you have this other house [Harlan House] that actually 
works with folks who have mental health problems, could they support the Diane Wade 
House? It just never happened. We’ve never really been able to overcome that.” 

In addition to resolving the lack of responsiveness on the part of Bridges to Change to provide 
this training, interviewees offered suggestions that ranged from providing more mental health 
training for staff, to having staff meet people at mental health court prior to accepting them in the 
House, to providing clinical support through DCJ, to “getting licensed, certified mental health 
clinicians on staff. Not just people who have been through de-escalation training or something. 
That’s just not going to cut it.” No matter the suggestion, though, every person agreed that this is 
a paramount concern that needs to be resolved.  

One concern went beyond “the inability of staff to work with folks with any significant 
mental health needs,” and focused on “the difficulty of the staff not being able to discern 
between mental health symptoms and behavior issues.” Several interviewees relayed experiences 
when a representative of parole and probation was called in to help with behavioral issues that 
were mistaken for mental health symptoms. One person suggested that more collaboration is 
important: “They can bring in clinical support if they need to. And we [DCJ] provide clinical 
support. There [should be] more collaboration across that clinical piece.” 
 Finally, two interviewees suggested that the training needs of the House staff and 
management really involve more than strict mental health skills and knowledge development. 
They expressed concern around the staff’s seeming discomfort with people who displayed 
mental health symptoms:  

“The staff were very uncomfortable with a woman we referred there who was 
experiencing a lot of internal stimuli and it’s like, ‘If you’re uncomfortable, then the 
client knows you’re uncomfortable with them.’ We had hoped for a stable model that was 
seamless for individuals but we were just never able to get there. Aid and Assist kind of 
gave up after a while because they made referrals there and the response that they got and 
that we often got was that this person’s mental health symptoms were too acute. It’s just 
very frustrating because this is who our clients are. We don’t have that many clients who 
are completely asymptomatic.” 

This discomfort seems to have gotten in the way of fully utilizing the House. Overall, though, 
what seems to have been most frustrating to many interviewees has been the lack of 
responsiveness to this need and the inability to collaborate for a solution.  

“Staff was trained in the beginning but I’m not aware of any subsequent training. But we 
really need to talk about how staff really feels about working with folks who are mentally 
ill before we do the training and come up with a plan to address that because I can give 
staff the information but if they’re uncomfortable with working with folks who are 
mentally ill that may not necessarily address the issue. So, we were doing this pre-
planning through emails but we were just never able to get a meeting with [Deonica] so it 
just never happened.” 

This concern seems to have been made more difficult to resolve because of difficulties with 
communication and trust, specifically between House staff/management and DCJ parole and 
probation staff and management.  
 

House management and staff express a need for more consistent support from Bridges 
to Change and DCJ. 
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Several interviewees agreed that House management and staff need to be better and more 

consistently supported: “I think they have the right people, I just think the people are 
overwhelmed. Quite frankly, last week when I went in there I saw women who were just 
exhausted. Overwhelmed. Some of them dealing with their own stuff. And barely hanging on.” 
After expressing her hope for better mentorship, training, and support, one peer mentor said,  

“They need to know that we’re people. There’s a lot of us that are invested 
wholeheartedly in this program. They need to know that some of the staff here are also 
previous clients and a lot of us rely on this job to stay clean and stay stable and to remain 
successful. We, too, are a part of this program.”  

A specific concern related to the fact that many of the House staff members are on their own 
recovery path and have had justice involvement. One person suggested that potential staff 
members need to know before being hired, and then fully understand and be okay with, working 
with law enforcement as a major and close partner. This person suggested that job postings need 
to note this close collaboration with law enforcement and include that it should be a large part of 
interviews, onboarding, and training because if staff members are not prepared for this close 
relationship with law enforcement it could lead to triggering and traumatic experiences they are 
totally unprepared for. 

One person, who is a senior leader within DCJ, echoed the concerns of several 
interviewees when she expressed, “the lack of clarification of roles really has played out 
throughout this whole process.” First, she pointed out that Bridges to Change did not “really 
understand what their role [was] in creating this Afrocentric resource.” Second, “you pair that 
with empowering people who actually were still on healing journeys to have leadership and they 
didn’t have the leadership support or training or the savvy of systems to be able to do that.” And 
third, she said that “you had parole and probation officers that weren’t sure about [what kind of 
house it was].” Combining all those issues together, according to this interviewee, led to 
difficulty realizing the goals of the House.  
 Another concern that was brought up by House staff and management were 
misunderstandings and miscommunication around outreach. House staff expressed that it seemed 
like outreach efforts were dismissed or resisted by DCJ and Bridges to Change. When asked 
about their responses to outreach efforts, one member of DCJ who was interviewed said they 
thought there needed to be more structure and formality to the outreach proposal, which was 
never received outside of initial discussions. One person reflected, “I don’t think the site 
manager knew how to operationalize” the vision for outreach. “It was just never operationalized. 
We were very clear with what we needed to have.” This mismatch of expectations around what 
was needed to operationalize a plan for outreach may have contributed to increased feelings of 
being disregarded, dismissed, or unsupported. The interviewee continued: “I don’t know if there 
wasn’t support through Bridges management or if there was a lack of clarity about how to 
operationalize it or perhaps a lack of organization. But it never really came up again because we 
were trying to make everything else run. It was a great concept. It just didn’t really take off.”  
 
Recommendations: 
 

 

Be open to changing the way business is done. 
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While the Workforce Equity Strategic Plan is a good first step, DCJ senior leadership 
needs to display the courage to make difficult decisions, have uncomfortable conversations, and 
be open to changing the way business is done – including ways that are hard, slow, or costly. 
Leaders should work to slow the process down – don’t make decisions until all information is 
available and all appropriate stakeholders are included.  

 
Consider holding a series of facilitated dialogue or training sessions between parole and 

probation officers and management and House staff and management to better understand each 
other, each other’s experiences, and each other’s intentions. The history of the relationships 
should be discussed and dealt with. Specific plans for how to move forward, what objectives to 
prioritize, and how power dynamics and implicit bias concerns are addressed, should be made 
together. These professional development dialogues should be ongoing, even when relationships 
seem to be more friendly or collaborative. 

 
As discussed, interviewees across the board shared the concern that without leadership 

from the highest levels, no amount of professional development, facilitated dialogues, or 
townhall meetings will affect any meaningful change around anti-racism and the rooting out of 
implicit bias. A culture of fear of punishment will still reign. Senior leaders must explicitly 
address these issues in ways that are specific to their own organizations and organizational 
culture. Every aspect of the culture should be on the table for scrutiny and change. At the same 
time, leaders must build into the process opportunity for healing and growth so that operational 
staff and mid-level managers do not simply retreat into behaviors caused by fear of retribution or 
punishment. 
 

 
One of the CAB’s main goals and roles is “helping the staff develop the skills that they 

need to run the House and making sure the House manager is receiving the support she needs to 
receive.” The CAB should play a central role in helping to operate the House. “The people on the 
Community Advisory Board have way more knowledge than the people who are actually 
operating the House about treatment, the system itself, about recovery, about all of the things that 
this House needs to order to really succeed.” 

Hold ongoing joint professional development dialogues with parole and probation 
officers and House staff and management. 

The Community Advisory Board should play a central role in professional 
development for House staff and management. 

Senior leaders must explicitly address structural, systemic, and institutional racism and 
their historical roots within their particular organizations. They must model anti-racist 

practices and create a culture of anti-racism that is also supportive of learning and 
development. 
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Arrange for appropriate mental health training and dialogue around comfort (or lack 

thereof) supporting residents who display mental health symptoms for House management and 
staff. This training should be started immediately but plans should be made for ongoing and 
continuous mental health training among House staff and management. Consider revising the 
professional and staffing structure at the House with input from all stakeholders but especially 
House management (Deonica Johnson) and members of DCJ who support people who mental 
health symptoms (John McVay and Bill Osbourne) as well as members of Multnomah Behavior 
Health Division. This may include hiring a dedicated staff member for clinical support. Clarify 
the referral system and criteria so that only those who can be supported appropriately are 
accepted into the House. 
  

Prioritize appropriate mental health training for House staff and management. 
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Original Intent 
 

Evaluation Question: Is there fidelity to the original intent of the Diane Wade House? 
 
Successes and Assets Identified:  

1. Stakeholders aspire to stay true to Diane Wade’s legacy of truth, openness, and 
accountability. 

2. Community stakeholders, particularly within the Community Advisory Board, are 
dedicated to the realization of the mission of the Diane Wade House. 

3. House staff and management are deeply committed to the mission of the Diane Wade 
House. 

 
Challenges Identified:  

1. There was no shared understanding of what the original intent of the House was. 
2. There were mismatched expectations around various roles, especially roles of House staff 

vs. parole and probation officers. 
3. There has been some positive change over the past year but it has not been widely 

acknowledged or made known. Overall, people are still recovering from the difficulties of 
the past. 

 
Voices and Perspectives: 

More than any other evaluation question, answers to this question about fidelity to the 
original intent of the House intersected with other questions and findings. There are added 
thoughts and perspectives in this section around a lack of shared understandings of what the 
original intent of the House was, a dearth of community involvement before decisions were 
made, and mismatched expectations around roles. 
 

 
Overall, every person interviewed seemed to communicate a different version of what the 

original intent of the Diane Wade House was. One person, who was involved with this project at 
the very beginning, said, “Multnomah County identified a gap in the treatment and housing 
continuum…That’s where the idea really started. That when people are not housed and they 
don’t have the right wraparound supports and it’s not individualized and low barrier, they keep 
churning through jail.” She continued that the County began “looking at data” and, in their 
“leading-with-race conversations” it became apparent that they needed to talk more about 
“intentional policy reform…[because] whenever we do…justice reform…white people always 
benefit more than communities of color.” As they examined the data around justice-involved 
women, the County realized, “we’ve done a terrible job doing right by Black women. So, let’s 
try this. Let’s make it a transitional housing supportive housing program for Black women.” 
Early on the plan was to serve women coming out of the justice system and women from within 
the community. There was some back and forth around who the County could or should serve: 

“We figured out early on that we couldn’t manage both populations [women coming out 
of jail and women from the community] because we didn’t want to go against the risk 
principle and mix high risk women and low risk women, even though…it’s so fluid. We 

There was no shared understanding of what the original intent of the House was. 
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realized we just needed to focus on one population and get it right and then figure out 
what’s next.” 

Another person involved in these early conversations agreed that so-called ‘mixing populations’ 
is “not best practice – that’s not evidence-based and it’s actually detrimental to the women who 
aren’t in the criminal justice system.” 

This was the high-level, policy-oriented visioning beginning of the Diane Wade House. 
But not everyone was privy to this beginning. Various stakeholders came into the mix at other 
points and so, without clear communication, stakeholders understood the original intent of the 
Diane Wade House in different ways. This connects to this report’s first finding around what 
success is – we cannot be sure what success is or looks like because there is not one shared 
definition of the goal. Similarly, it is difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate the fidelity to the 
original intent of the House when original intent is so vastly contested.  

Some stakeholders are clear: “It started off as an Afrocentric transitional house for 
justice-involved women.” They add: “It was not contemplated that it would be a house that was 
solely focused on Black women. It was going to have a majority of Black women and 30% other 
cultures.” Others say there was not a percentage placed on it originally and add that there was a 
component that is often overlooked around racial disparities of jail sanctions:  

“My understanding was that it would be a jail alternative for Black women on probation 
who were experiencing higher rates of jail sanctions than their White counterparts and 
that it was also to have six beds dedicated for women going through the aid and assist 
process to mirror that program that already existed for men. So, it was to be both a jail 
alternative plus mental health stabilization housing. I don’t think it was used as a jail 
alternative as much as it was intended to be. It’s still underused by its two main referral 
sources. And I haven’t seen much go into changing that.” 

The idea that it was to have beds dedicated to women going through the Aid and Assist process 
is also contested. Some interviewees did not know about that decision at the beginning. Others 
knew but said it was not possible because of the current state of staff training and comfort with 
people who display mental health systems (covered in a previous section of this report).  
 One interviewee who provides programming at the House suggested that there are 
differences between what the House is in theory and what it is in practice – she clarifies those 
differences in important and useful ways:  

“In theory, this is a transitional home for women that are coming out of the system and 
it’s a place for them to get themselves stabilized and grounded in whatever their life 
looks like going forward – for African American women specifically. There’s cultural 
programming that wraps around them to help them gain some skills and deal with some 
of the things that have happened in their lives. You can just keep throwing programming 
at people and unless they’re healed it’s like having a bucket with a hole in the bottom – 
it’s just going to continue to flow out. Black women need a space to heal. That’s all in 
theory. What it is now is a place where you can come and stay and transition.” 
Beyond these different understandings of original intentions and goals are different 

understandings of what the House could and should be to and for the African American 
community in Multnomah County. Representatives of the CAB are clear about what the House 
should be: “[We wanted] to have a community resource that could be a beacon in our community 
that really uplifted Black women in our community. And then the opportunity for people with 
lived experience to be able to contribute to the change process.” Another interviewee from 
Bridges to Change spoke directly to the question about who should be in the House and why: 
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“The whole idea of there being 70% [women of Color] before is because they were worried 
about funding and bed spaces.” This interviewee suggested that this approach “is not putting the 
client first, it’s putting the dollar first.”  
 Many interviewees who knew Diane Wade and her family well were troubled that the 
House does not seem like it has lived up to its namesake: “[Diane Wade] could speak truth and 
do it in love and gently and you knew that she had your best interest at heart” but “I think that it 
got clouded with a lot of controversy. So, I think that what could have been this beacon of light 
turned into a kind of barometer” of race relations in this community.” 

 
As has been discussed previously in this report, from the very beginning there was no 

clear delineation of roles, especially and most importantly between House staff/management and 
parole and probation officers and management. If there was an attempt at delineation, it was not 
communicated to everyone involved. House staff, management, parole and probation officers, 
and parole and probation managers, as well as representatives from other stakeholder 
organizations all communicated that people seem to be unsure who should concern themselves 
with various issues. One parole and probation officer discussed that it is hard in her role to 
enforce House rules, but that she can enforce probation rules: 

“Oftentimes the problem is a client is not following the rules – house rules. Over the 
years, anytime there’s been a problem it’s usually because a rule has been broken. But we 
can’t always just tell them, ‘Hey, follow the rules,’ because it’s the house rules, it’s not a 
probation rule, so [staff] have to be able to hold them accountable to following the rules. 
And sometimes I think there needs to be a better structure for that. We can’t violate their 
probation because they’re not following house rules. I know that that’s been a little bit of 
a sore spot.” 

A senior member of the DCJ leadership team acknowledged that this is a concern and offered a 
broader conclusion: “Sometimes efforts or ventures occur or start and sometimes there’s not a 
very developed or fully fleshed out overview of roles and responsibilities. Sometimes the train 
gets further out than the track and then we’re so far out that we’ve lost sight.” Another 
stakeholder agreed: “There was never clear enough defining of the roles and responsibilities 
within this venture…I was never told, ‘Here’s what your responsibilities are. Here’s what you 
will be held accountable to.’” This lack of clarification has led to communication and 
collaboration difficulties between the House and DCJ. 

 
Overall, most people who were interviewed agree that there is a general narrative 

circulating about the Diane Wade House that is not positive and that emanates from the things 
that happened a year ago and that were covered extensively in the media. One interviewee 
observed, “[DCJ and Bridges to Change] didn’t handle everything that happened in the 
beginning really well,” but suggested that things could have gone differently if they had made an 
“effort to anchor [the House] in the Black community.” One of the concerns raised by this 
interviewee was, “Most people don’t know about the Diane Wade House, or if they do, they just 

There was no clear delineation of roles. 

People are holding on to what happened over a year ago. 
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know what they heard about in the news. For lack of a better word, there was no PR effort to 
really get the community rallied around it.” Another person shared her disappointment: 

“There’s a very sour taste in people’s mouths about the Diane Wade House even though 
we have almost a completely new staff and a new program manager, there’s still that 
residual aftertaste that’s left for some people. In some people’s minds it’s just easier to 
wash the program away and not deal with it at all, versus really see how we can revamp 
the program and make it into a program that would be successful for both the staff and 
the clients.” 

Another person agreed that it can be difficult to work back from negative press and imperfect 
implementation of programs like the Diane Wade House:  

“People hold on to baggage and I think a lot of times what I see is people will still talk 
about an issue from a year ago as though it just happened 90 days ago or a month ago. 
From what I understand, the program is afloat but it’s not being fully utilized. I know that 
the program is in flux – it’s in transition. A lot of the programmatic issues that were 
occurring initially aren’t occurring anymore but I think the program has been highly 
tainted by those issues.” 

One person observed, “there’s been a lot of development. There’s been a lot of growth. There’s a 
lot of positive change” over the past year, and that now the challenge is to “regain buy-in from 
the community.” Others agreed, but questioned if that would be possible, considering how much 
damage has been done and how much work there is to do to switch the narrative to one of 
possibility and potential:  

“How do we get ahead of the rumor mill or how do we define the narrative and within 
that, how do we define the narrative from an authentic and transparent standpoint so that 
people aren’t left to make their own narrative? How can we say, ‘Hey, here’s what we’ve 
been talking about. And we’re not going to wait for there to be bad publicity.’” 

 
Recommendations: 

 
Overall, it will be important as the Diane Wade House goes through a revisioning process 

to not make the same mistakes from the past. It is necessary to learn lessons from previous 
mistakes and to not rush this process of revisioning. Several interviewees suggested that 
decisions were made too early and that not everyone who needed to be included was in fact 
included. It will be important to reach out to the appropriate communities intentionally and in 
culturally appropriate and specific ways. Finally, one thing that was lacking in the first iteration 
of the Diane Wade House was an engagement of those who are already doing the on-the-ground 
work, so work hard to engage those who have the expertise and are already involved, including 
House management, House staff, the Community Advisory Board, parole and probation officers 
and managers from the African American Program, Women’s Program, and Mental Health 
Program. 
 

 

Do not make the same mistakes from the past. 

Clearly define and delineate roles. 
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One recommendation that should present an opportunity for a quick and clear success is 
to clearly define and delineate House staff and management roles versus the roles parole and 
probation officers play. Disseminate this widely and make it accessible. In addition, revisit it 
regularly in case opportunities and challenges evolve. 

 
Two participants seemed to hit the nail on the head when they reiterated the need to “Be 

really, really clear about the woman who fits the vision of the House.” This interviewee was 
clear that “Not every woman can [fit the vision].” She observed that “there were some women 
that came through there and that’s not where they needed to be.” More problematic, though, was 
this person’s observation that “Sometimes it just seems like it’s a dumping ground for Black 
women without much thought about who’s the best woman for there.” Another interviewee 
agreed that it seems like the Diane Wade House “got to be a catch-all for all these women with 
very significant needs.” Overall, they and other interviewees seemed to agree that “people really 
[didn’t] understand what the House is, who it’s designed for, or what the purpose is.” Addressing 
the concern that the House is a “dumping ground” for Black women is a vital issue and should be 
prioritized. Clarifying who the House is for is paramount, and will help solve other concerns. 
  

 
One House staff member was clear: “We want to be known. We want people to know 

that Diane Wade House exists in the community. Give us the opportunity. Give us the 
opportunity to speak up. Don’t shut the door in our faces.” Other House staff and management 
members who were interviewed agreed that they long to engage in outreach activities but may 
need support in realizing their vision. Facilitating a major public outreach effort should be an 
important priority. 
  

Clarify who would most benefit from residing at the House. 

Facilitate a major and ongoing outreach effort and public relations campaign. 
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Funding and Resources 
 

Evaluation Question: Is there stable and adequate funding to achieve the mission of the Diane 
Wade House? (Added component: Are there appropriate resources to achieve the mission?) 

 
Successes and Assets Identified:  

1. DCJ and Bridges to Change have recently supported House-led outreach efforts to Coffee 
Creek Correctional Facility 

2. The HER curriculum is seen as a key resource and model program offering for House 
residents. 

3. The CAB seeks to act as a resource for House management. 
 
Challenges Identified:  

1. House staff have not been appropriately resourced and supported.  
2. The peer model may need to be revised. 

 
Voices and Perspectives:  
 Several concerns that would perhaps address questions of funding and resources have 
been included in other areas within this evaluation report. The most consistent advice offered 
from stakeholders who were interviewed was around the County’s need to allow the CAB to 
“help drive” the re-visioning process. One person said, “Do what they say.” This straightforward 
response encapsulates the simplicity of the way forward – do what the CAB says. “That’s 
community feedback right there. You have people with the skillset at the table. Do what they 
say.” Beyond this seemingly simple need, only two additional areas of reflection are included in 
this section. These intersect with other sections of the evaluation report findings, but different 
and additional supporting evidence is provided here. 

  
In response to a question about how the House has been supported by stakeholders and 

organizations, one person who was interviewed and who has been intimately involved in the 
process of setting the Diane Wade House on its path observed:  

“It was decided that this is going to be a peer-run house and that that’s going to be really 
important for culturally responsive service delivery and to really supporting women and 
meeting them where they are. And I think that’s a really great model. And I think that the 
staff weren’t given enough training or onboarding or support to actually do that job really 
well and actually respond to the needs of the women coming in. And so, you had people 
who maybe had one- or two-years’ experience working in transitional housing 
responsible for women who are coming in with serious mental health needs. There was a 
challenge there. The actual ability of the staff to support the clients when they were there 
hasn’t been very successful.” 

So, while the ideas and visions were exciting, staff have not been given the resources to be able 
to effectively carry out that vision. One person added to this observation that “It needs to be well 
funded and well supported in terms of the hierarchy and the peers and the resident assistants who 
are going to be working there.” One of the Co-Chairs of the CAB added:  

House staff have not been appropriately resourced and supported. 
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“The House site manager needs to have that culturally-specific supervisor that she can go 
to on a weekly basis for mentorship and support, and she can ask any questions and be 
supported consistently. Because that’s what I had and there is no way I would have been 
successful without the support of that culturally-specific supervisor.”  

When asked what might be missing in terms of resources or funding, another interviewee simply 
said, “the biggest thing that I feel is the problem is a lack of commitment from the county.” 
Another person added that leadership within DCJ and at the contracting organization (Bridges to 
Change) must “properly support the staff so that the program can be successful.” So far, most 
interviewees agreed that that proper support has been missing.  

 
 Interviewees mostly agreed that the peer mentors at the Diane Wade House work hard to 
make deep, meaningful connections with the residents. Yet, the mentors themselves suggested 
that these deep connections can come at a personal cost and can be hard to sustain:  

“[As a peer mentor], it’s hard sometimes, because you want to be all that these women 
have never experienced. They’ve never experienced genuine friendships. They’ve never 
experienced someone who just genuinely cares about them and their well-being. So, you 
want to be all of those things to them but then when you have things taken the wrong way 
and then it hurts you personally, as a mentor and as a person it just creates a very 
challenging workplace to be in.”  

Mentors would benefit from more training on how to maintain professional relationships while 
still making meaningful connections. They could also benefit from having greater access to 
mental health and wellness resources themselves. One peer mentor suggested that having a drug 
addiction counselor on site, even occasionally, would help take much of the load off of them. 
This resonates with other suggestions offered by people who were interviewed: 

“I feel like that is the missing link. I feel like it would be a lot easier for us to be just peer 
mentors if we had that level of professionalism. We carry so many roles here. It just blurs 
our roles and who we are supposed to be because we have to be everything; we have to 
give them UAs, we have to reprimand them when they’re not following the rules, we 
have to be their peer, we have to be their accountant, we have to be all these things. So, if 
we were able to take some of those more professional roles off the table, that would make 
our role a lot easier and make the lines a lot clearer.”  

Stakeholders who are familiar with the House agree:  
“The mentors that are in the House are going through some of the same things that the 
women in the House are. Healing from their own trauma. So that has always concerned 
me a bit, having women that are still on their own journey where you can walk beside as 
peer support, but being there all the time, I’ve wondered if that was too much sometimes. 
I think there’s another layer that’s needed. Like maybe more mental health.” 

Overall, this concern around how the peer mentors are supported, training, and resourced was 
shared across stakeholder organizations and identities. 
 
Recommendations: 

The peer model may need to be revised. 
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 One of Multnomah County’s greatest opportunities is its newly formed CAB and it 
should take full advantage of the people, talents, resources, and depth of historical knowledge 
and background its members offer. “Most of the people that are on the CAB are people that work 
in nonprofits or have their own nonprofit. They’ve women that have actually experienced going 
to jail themselves and coming back home, trying to find resources.” In addition, the CAB should 
be consulted about what the best revision may be to the peer mentor professional model. Revise 
the model if appropriate.  
 
 

  

Depend on the Community Advisory Board to identify and provide resources for the 
peer mentors and other House staff to be successful. 
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Overall Recommendations 
 
 Overall, the interviews that were conducted led to deep and nuanced understandings of 
both the successes that have been seen as well as the complex challenges that are still being 
faced by stakeholders of the Diane Wade House. Even amidst all those challenges, though, many 
of the interviewees expressed a “cautious optimism” and “hopefulness” for the future of the 
House. A member of the CAB said that while it’s had its difficulties in the past, “Going forward, 
it just really feels hopeful. I really feel like the community [will] get behind it if they knew that 
there were going to be some changes made. There was such excitement in the community 
because it is so needed. I’m hopeful.”  

At the same time, several interviewees did not share that hopeful outlook and, in fact, 
were rather unsure of how to proceed. They noted that “there is a lot of fear in Multnomah 
County,” and that “everybody is scared” and “terrified to have a conversation” about anything to 
do with race because of the real possibilities of grievances or lawsuits – or simply feeling 
misunderstood or judged. While intentions are sincere and there is a desire to engage authentic 
and difficult conversations around race, this current climate of fear pervades every aspect of this 
report and will render any work null and void if it is not seriously considered and fully 
addressed.  

And so, while all the major recommendations in this evaluation report have been 
compiled below, it is important to note that there are very different experiences and perspectives 
on how or even if to proceed. To be clear, nothing this report concludes or offers will matter 
if there continues to be an unaddressed climate of fear among many stakeholders as well as 
a culture of mistrust and lack of authentic communication between individuals and 
organizations. Therefore, all recommendations should be read with those basic understandings. 
Overall recommendations include: 
 

1. Learn from the past. Do not repeat previous mistakes. In order to learn from the past, the 
upcoming revisioning process needs to be intentional, needs to be dependent on data, and 
needs to slow down. 

 
2. Senior leaders must intentionally and consistently address and act on concerns around 

tokenization of people who identify as Black or African American.  
 

3. Conduct an official needs assessment to better understand who will/should use the facility 
as well as which Multnomah County offices should play a role.  
 

4. If women with mental health symptoms will continue to be referred and accepted as 
residents of the House, provide all appropriate and ongoing mental health training for 
everyone at the House. 

 
5. Relocate the Diane Wade House to a smaller, home-like facility closer to the population 

you are trying to serve. Do not replicate institutional structures. 
 

6. Engage in intentional, consistent, trauma-informed sharing of power. Define what shared 
power looks like at every level and within every stakeholder organization. Create 
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accountability structures and processes that regularly assess success in working toward 
and enacting shared power. 

 
7. Invite parole and probation officers and managers to facilitated dialogues with House 

staff and management. These may need to be quite small (even one-on-one) to be able to 
repair harm done to relationships. These must occur if DCJ plans to move forward with 
the same staff in place with the same responsibilities. 
 

8. Clarify and delineate roles and responsibilities of parole and probation officers versus 
House staff and management. Communicate these widely. This may need to be addressed 
formally through a training or professional development opportunity. 
 

9. Hold facilitated dialogues with all stakeholders that explicitly address issues of structural 
racism and the history of racism in Multnomah County. Require meaningful implicit bias 
training for DCJ staff and managers, as well as senior leaders.  
 

10. Build structures and processes that support transparent and consistent communication at 
every level, both internally (to the House and to DCJ) and externally. Hold everyone at 
every level accountable to these structures and processes. Address weaknesses in internal 
DCJ communication. 

 
11. Create shared definitions and understandings of terms like “Afrocentric” and “culturally-

specific” at every level. Collaboratively define the mission, vision, and scope of the 
Diane Wade House. Consistently use and reference these. Make them widely and easily 
accessible.  

 
12. Build into the re-visioned House a budget and dedicated personnel for appropriate 

community outreach. Within this, celebrate successes publicly and center the stories of 
those who have experienced success.  

 
13. Revise the House professional model. Depending on who is selected as the next provider, 

consider revising the duties of peer mentors and hiring a culturally-specific clinician.  
 

14. The relationship between the House manager and primary referral source must be 
productive. Consider any and all actions to ensure this.  
 

15. The hiring process, professional development, and training of House staff and 
management should be consistent with a commitment to hiring qualified people with 
appropriate lived experience. Do not put people in positions in which they will fail. 
 

16. Consider creating a formal connection with County programs including Behavioral 
Health and Community Corrections for support, resources, training, etc. 

 
17. Create a 5-year plan that includes a theory of change and/or logic model. Then, create an 

ongoing evaluation process that is connected to that theory of change or logic model and 
which reconsiders what individual and program-level outcomes are important and 
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meaningful for all stakeholders. The evaluation should have an equity focus and should 
be co-created by and for House residents, staff, and management, alongside CAB 
members and key stakeholders within parole and probations. A collaborative group needs 
to clarify culturally-relevant indicators of “success” (outcomes) for individuals and the 
House in order to monitor and evaluate the program. These indicators must also be 
applicable to how parole and probations and other partners must report outcomes. 
Therefore, there will most likely be a mix of qualitative and quantitative measures. 
 

18. Infrastructure required to provide quality support for residents is lacking. Consider not 
taking any more clients until these questions are resolved and decisions are made. 
Prioritize the needs of current residents. If possible, hire a temporary case manager to 
coordinate the services for current residents. This will allow the current House manager 
to step out of her direct case management role so that she can devote her time to big 
picture framing and decision-making, participate in crafting the RFP, collaborate in 
writing desired outcomes, plan outreach efforts, etc.  
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol 
 
Lead-Off Question: Can you tell me a little about how you are involved in the Diane Wade 
House or what your role is?  

 How did you come to that position? 
 
Possible follow-up questions:  

1. Can you tell me how would you define “success” in terms of what individuals experience 
as residents at the Diane Wade House? 

a. What would be your ideal outcome for House residents? 
b. Does a particular resident come to mind as having experienced or achieved 

“success”? Can you share a bit about that person’s experience or journey? 
c. Does a particular resident come to mind as having fallen short of the “success” 

you envision? Can you share a bit about that person’s experience?  
d. How do you think residents define success for themselves?  
e. If money, personalities, politics, and other issues were not a barrier or concern, 

what would be the ideal Diane Wade House? How would the House itself – as a 
program – be most successful? What would that look like to you? To others?  

f. In your opinion, what comes in the way of success for residents at the Diane 
Wade House?  

g. What does the House not have that it needs in order to be successful, or to help 
residents be successful?  

2. Can you tell me about a time when you saw or experienced really effective shared 
decision-making or power in relation to the House?  

a. Can you tell me about a time when you saw or experienced decision-making that 
was not done in a democratic way, or in a way that you felt was equal?  

b. Can you tell me about a particular incident or time when you saw that power was 
not shared at or regarding the House, its operations, management, etc.?  

3. Can you tell me about someone you know who also is a stakeholder of the House with 
whom you’ve developed a lot of trust? Tell me all about your relationship with regard to 
the House? 

a. Can you give me an example of a time that trust has led to good outcomes, or 
outcomes that would not have happened without that level of trust?  

b. Can you share a time with me when you – or someone you know – did not feel 
trust regarding the House? 

c. Can you share with me an experience through which you gained trust for a 
colleague or other House stakeholder? 

d. Can you share with me an experience through which you lost trust for a colleague 
or other House stakeholder? 

4. Please share with me an experience you’ve had related to the House when you or others 
collaborated effectively? Tell me all about what happened. 

a. Can you share with me an experience you’ve had related to the House when you 
or others did not collaborate effectively? Tell me all about what happened. 

b. Can you share with me an experience you’ve had or witnessed related to the 
House when communication became a barrier? 
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c. Can you share with me an experience when you or others had to really work on 
communication? 

5. Looking back, what do you wish would have gone differently from the time the House 
was conceived to now? 

a. From your perspective, how has the House or its goals changed in the past 2 
years? 

b. From your perspective, how has the House or its goals remained constant in the 
past 2 years? 

c. What do you hope to change in the coming 2-5 years? 
6. What am I missing? What am I not asking that I should be asking? Is there anything else 

you’d like to share that you think I should know or better understand?  
7. Are there others you think I should reach out to to interview about these topics?  

 


